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ABSTRACT 

The objectives of this study were: 

1) To ascertain the challenges fac~ school adn;inistratore 
during the remainder of this decade, using the Delphi 
Technique. 

2) To evaluate the potential of the Delphi Technique for 
school administrators. 

To fulfil these objectives a small sample of school administrators 
(N~33) r.ompleted a three-round Delphi procedure. In the first round, 
participants were invited to respond to the question: "W'ha.t are the 
challeng-es facing school administrators during the remainder of this 
decade?" A total of 136 statements were received and, after screening 
and editing, these were refined to a list of 34 items. For Bowid Two, 
respondents had their O"Wn Rowid One responses and the summary list 
of 34 items returned, and they were asked to reconsider the question 
about the t'uture challenges facing school administrators, in the 
light of their previous reply and the group summary. A list of 42 
statements, 33 of which appeared in the second round, was derived 
as a result of Round Two. In the final round, respondents were fed 
back the list of 42 statements and were asked to indicate the 
:importance of ea.ch. A statistical analysis of data derived from 
Bound Three indicated 'Staffing Practices and Issues' items were the 
most prominent amongst challenges facing school administrators during 
the remainder of this decade, with the most important issue being 
to 'improve eta.ff professional competency and development through 
training, closer supervision and collegial support'. 

A Follow-Up Evaluation of this three-roi.m.d Delphi project was carried 
out to obtain information relevant to the second objective outlined 
above. The sample of school administrators was sent a questionnaire 
which, inter alia, sought their opinions on:the degree to which they 
concurred with the outcomes :from B~und Three1 difficulties they 
encountered during the project; and advantages and disadvantages 
of Delphi. The tenor of the respondents' c~l!!Inents in this Follow-Up 
Evaluation indicated general support for the Delphi Technique as a 
potentially viable tool for school administrators. 

And, finally, after considering the significant methodological issues 
that arose during the course of this study (e.g. the selection of the 
sample• the editing process) it was concluded that school adminis
trator~ may find a number of advantages in using the Delphi Technique, 
particularly in areas such as curriculum planning, developing goals 
and objectives, and arriving at con sen sue and budgeting allocations. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The rapid political, social, economic and technological changes that 

are occurring in society have brought many problems which need urgent 

attention. Education has often been valued as a vital mechanism for 

solving some of these problems. Consequently, administrative decision-

making in education is very important as it is often the key to 

effective education. However, this administrative decision-making 

is now reputed to be more difficult than ever before, partly as there 

are "more variables to consider and less leeway for error" ( Podemski, 

1982), but also because consensus is frequently difficult to obtain. 

It is in a situation such as this that the Delphi Technique is gaining 

prominence as a method for aiding decision-making by generating consensus. 

The Delphi Technique was developed in 1948 and, since then, it has been 

used for a variety of purposes where general consensus of opinion is 

necessary. Tb.rough Delphi, consensus is arrived at by subjecting a panel 

of respondents to a series of questionnaires interspersed with feedback. 

Beapondents remain anonymous to each other, although they are given 

access to the views of their co-respondents through the feedback 

process employed with the Delphi Technique. Delphi is claimed to 

avoid many of the disadvantages common with round-table discussion 

and face-to-face interaction (e.g. 'bandwagoning'; influence of dominant 

individuals). 

Most applications of Delphi in education have been concerned with the 

general field of educational planning. However, in this present study, 

attention is focused on the use of Delphi in school ad.ministration 

with the two-fold aim: 

1) 

2) 

To ascertain the challenges facing school administrators 
during the r~mainder of this decade, using the Delphi 
Technique. 

To evaluate the potential of the Delphi Technique for 
school administrators. 



Accordingly, the report of this study is in four se ctions. 

Chapter One gives an overview of the Delphi Technique, including 

a general description of its history and development. The 

characteristics of the typical Delphi process are then elaborated, 

followed by a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of the 

technique. Applications of Delphi, especially in education, are 

outlined, and the chapter concludes with a rational for the present 

study. 

2 

The research design is outlined in Chapter Two. Here, the framework , 

of the study is shown, followed by the description of sample selection, 

the Delphi procedure that was used, and the Follow-Up Evaluation. 

Chapter Three presents the results obtained from each of the three 

rounds which are then analysed and discussed. 

Chapter Four focuses on the results of follow-up evaluation and 

methodological issues concerning Delphi with a view to determine 

the potential of Delphi for school administrators. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

THE DELPHI TE CHNl QUE 



INTRODUCTION 

Thie chapter focuses on a discussion of the Delphi Technique, and 

is in three eectione. The first commences with a description of 

the technique, followed by a discussion of its history and develop

ment, its characteristics, and advantages and disadvantages of i te 

use. The second section outlines variations o! the technique and 

sane of i ta applications. And the final part of thi e chapter 

details the rationale for the present study. 

GENERAL DESCRIP!'ION OP' THE DELPHI TECHNIQUE 

The Delphi Techllique is a research tool which has been developed for 

forecasting, polic7-pla.nn1ng, and decision-ma.king. The technique 

works on the parallel principles of 'pooled opinions' (Da.lkey, 1969, 

p.415), and the fact that "two heads are better than one" (~oGaw 
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et al., 1976, p.59). In essence it is a method of eliciting opinions 

or judgements on a. particular issue or problem, from a group of 

individual experts, or inf'o:nnants, who remain anonymous to each other. 

The canbined responses are eubjected to a process of refinement, 

thro'll8h the use of successive questionnaires and controlled opinion 

-feedbacks, with the opportunity for the respondeo.ts to revise their 

earlier views. Altho\l8h termination criteria for an investigation 

can v9.r7, most Delphi studies are te:rminated when agreement or 

conseneus of opinions has been reached. 

The Delphi pioneers, Bo:nnan Dalke7 and Olaf Helmer, claimed that the 

Delphi Technique, with its features ot response anon;ymit;r and con

trolled .feedback or information, has several advantages over the 

conventional uses or expert opinions, such as in round-table 

discussions and other face-to-face meetings (Dalkey and Helmer, 1963). 



THE HIS'roRT AND DEVELOPME:NT OF DELPHI 

The Delphi Technique was originally developed for forecasting and 

predicting tasks. The first known Delphi experiment was oarried out 

by the RAND Corporation in California in 1948 when it was used to 

improve the prediction of horse-race outcomes. There were some 

defects in that experiment and the criticisms it reoeived offset the 

promise it shoved (Quade, 1967). 

In the early 1950s the staff of' the RAND Corporation explored the 

effectiveness of' using group inf'or.nation for short-term predictions 

of technological events. They set the prediction time-8pan for less 

than one year so as to enable them to check the resulting accuracy 

and reliability. Moreover, predictions vere limited to very specific 

and narrov events. This experiment resulted in some interesting 

conclusions, with the more important being that more accurate projec

tion results could be obtained from combining individual responses. 

This quasi-Delphi experiment also demonstrated that preventions 

(e.g. keeping respondents anon)'Dloua) could be taken against dominant 

individuals innuencing the opinions of' a group. 

The first significant and relatively large-scale use of the Delphi 

Technique took place in 1953. Thia work was a top secret defence 

scheme known as 'Project Delphi' and was tmdertaken when RAND vas 

contracted to forecast the international military situation between 

the years 1966-2015. Thie defence project vas pioneered by two 

strategic scientists, Dalkey and Helmer, vho worked with the United~ 

States Air Force in conjtmction with the RAND Corpor~tion personnel. 

They applied a ·version of the Delphi Technique to elicit opinions 

from a group of Air Force atomic warfare experts who were to simulate 
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Soviet strategic planners in selecting key United States industrial 

targets and then estimate the number of atomic bombs required to 

destroy and reduce the mmiition productivity of these targets. 

The original 'Project Delphi'( 1) had a panel of seven experts: four 

economi&ts, one physical-vulnerability specialist, one system 

analyst, and one electrical engineer. They were administered five 

rCJ.mis of intensive questionnaires accompanied br controlled feed-

back at approximately weekly intervals. The experts were told 

that while the experiment was in progress they were not to discuss 

the study. This was necessary to keep their identity anonymous and 

to avoid any face-to-face confrontation which might result in hasty 

or biased opinions (Dalkey and Helmer, 1963). Through the process 

of iterative questionnaires and controlled opinion feedback there 

vas opportunity for the experts to review their previous judgements. 

The five successive sets of opinions and the corrected responses 

shoved a convergence of opinions amongst the panel of strategic 

scientists. Table 1 shove a summary of the estimated number of 

bombs required to destroy and redu~e the United States' munition 

outputs, The Table indicates that after five successive rounds of 

questionnaires the scientists' opinions gradually converged. The 

·mnallest estimates increased from 50 to 167, while the largest 

decreased from 5000 to 360. The median advanced slightly from 

200 to 276. 

(1) A tnller description of 'Project Delphi' can be found in 
Dalkey and Heimer, "An Experimental Application To The 
Delphi Method To The Use of Experts". Management Science, 
Vol. 9, Bo. 458, pp.458-567, 1963. 
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Table 1: A Summ&ry of th~ Eetim&ted Number of :Bombs Required 
to Reduce the U.S. Munition Output 

Estimated Number of :Bombs 

Response .Answer 
Small Medium Largest 

Initial 50 200 5000 
P'inal 159 255 495 
Corrected 

167 276 360 :final 

Source: N. Dalke7 and o. Helmer, "An Experimental Application 
O:t' The Delphi Method To The Use Of Experts". lla.nagement 
Science, Vol. 9, No. 458, p.460, 1963. 

Dalke7 and Helmer believed that it 'Project Delphi' had continued 

with more rounds o! questionn&ires the median would have shovn a 

downward trend and the ratio o! the largest to smallest answer would 

have narrowed to two or less. In their critique of the experiment, 

however, the7 suggesteds 

a) the experts' responses were not strictl7 independent, 

b) one o! the respondents was also used by the experimenters 
as a consultant on one aspect of the subject matter of 
the experiment, and. 

c) some'leading' b7 the experimenters inevitably resulted from 
the selection of the information supplied by the experts. 

In the decade :t'olloWing 'Project Delphi' the RAN1) Corporation refined 

and published a number of papers on the Delphi Technique (see Quade, 

1967). :By the 1960s the technique had become a popular research 

tool which use had extended from various scientific and technological 

:fields to diverse social, economic, and political endeavours. By 

this time, Delphi was being employed in short-term intermediate, 

as vell as long-range, forecasting, policy-planning, and decieion

making. The process of Delphi also underwent refinement, although 

the central characteristics of the technique remained unaltered. 
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THE PROCESS .AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DELPHI TECHNIQUE 

In its application, the procedures of Delphi often vary. Hovever, 

the flowchart (P'igure 1) shove the typical Delphi process. This 

procees begins with the assumption that to gather information for 

forecastin~, policy-planning, or decision-making, the issue, or 

problem, must first be defined clearly. According to the require
\ 

ments of the etu~, the expertise necessary to provide a solution 

to the problem is then ascertained. The experts are selected and 

the sample size is determined. Then a questionnaire is designed 

to elicit the opinions, or views, of the panel of experts. The 

questionnaire is then administered to them on an individual basis. 

When this questionnaire is retunied, the responses are analysed 

and summarised. If a consensus has not been reached, a further 

questionnaire is prepared an the basis of the previous responses, 

analysis and summary. The nev queetionnaire, together with the 

analysis and summary, are then distributed to the respondents. 

This part of the Delphi procese is repeated, as is shown in Figure 

1, until a final or satisfactory c0nsensus is reached. 

Figure 1 t A. l"lo•eha.rt or Th• Tn>ie&l Delphi Prooeu 

.-----YES 

St&rt 

! 
Problem defi.nition 

L 
Determine e~rtiH required 

i 
Seleot e::i:perte (e&mple •ise) 

! 
Prep&re queetionn&ire 

! 
Distribute queetionnaire 

! 
An&l7ae que•tionn&ire l"e•ponae 

! 
Hae conaeneua 'been re&ohed't 

! 
JfO 

! 
ProTide requested i.11for111&t1on 
a.nd t&bul&te reaponae• 

i 
Prepare the next qu••tionn&ire -----' 

! 
Compile fi.11&1 ruporue• and 
dieaemi.n&t• reaul ta ( fi.11&1 report) 

V.E. Rigge, "Th• Delphi Technique, A.n !::i:perilllent&l 
!v&luation•. Technologio&l Toreo&eti.11~ & Soci&l Cha.n,;e, 
Vo1 _ .,, ., _Qn 1QR' 
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For most applications the Delphi Technique is characterised b,

three :features: 

a) Response 1 

Anonymity 
This is achieved by the use of questionnaires 

or other formal communication channels, such 

as on-line computer communication. The 

panel of experts, or respondents, is asked to 

make independent judgements in response to a 

particular issue under study. In most studies 

the participants are required to keep their 

identity anonymous. Thie provides a va.y o'f 

reducing the ef:t'ect of dominant individuals. 

b) "Rounds" &1 Until conseµsus has been reached, a sequence 
Controlled 
l"eedb&ck o:t' "rounds", which a.re the iterations of the 

primary question, are administered to the 

panel. Generally, most studies find it 

eufficien t to use three to four rounds to 

arrive at a satis:t'actory consensus. However, 

:further rounds may be added according to the 

complexities of the issue under investigation 

and the clarification required. The general 

features o:t' the different rounds ares 

Round One 1 In this round a questionnaire is sent to 

each respondent. This ques~ionnaire outlines 

the problem of the study and seeks the respond-

ants' opinions and judgements in response to 

it. (For an example, see Appendix~.) 
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Round TWo The responses from the previous round are 

immediately screened and eumma.rieed. Here 

some editing of the responses may be involved. 

10 

On the basis of the summary, a second question

naire ie drawn up. This questionnaire is sent to 

the panel members, together with the summary 

list and their Round One responses. In the 

light of this feedback, the respondents are 

asked to reconsider their previous opinions. 

Also, if there are participants whose opinions 

deviated from the majority judgement, they may 

be asked to supply a brief rationale for their 

previous answers and their new replies. (For 

an example, see Appendix c.) 

Round Three: Ae before, the responses from Round Two are 

summarised and fed back to the respondents in 

a new questionnaire. Once a.gain the experts 

are asked to reconsider their views. Those 

whose responses deviated from the norm may be 

asked to provide their justifications. A 

rating- scale may be employed in this round so 

that participants can indicate the 'importance' 

of an issue or the 'desirability' of the event 

if it occurs. (For an ex.ample, see Appendix D.) 

:Bound Four i This round, or additional rounds, may be ad.min

istered according to the complexities of the 

investigation and the clari!icati<m required. 

The procedures describe~ above are applied to 

the subsequent rounds. 



c) Statistical: A etatistical analysis in the form of median 
Group 
Response and standard deviation may be tmdertaken at 

the end of the second and/or subsequent rolm.ds. 

Th• presentation or the statistical group 

response enables the respondents to ascertain 

quickly the group's consensus and to see how 

other panel members rank their opinions. 

11 

In summary, the Delphi Technique is characterised by the features ofa 

response anonymity, "rounds" plus controlled feedbackJ and statistical ' 

group response. The next section of this chapter will discuss the -

advantages and disadvantages of Delphi. 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF DELPHI 

Dalkey and Helmer, the pioneers of the technique, claimed that the 

Delphi type of controlled interaction can avoid many of the die-

advantages common to the more conventional roim.d-table discussions 
I 

and other forms of meeting. They argued that confrontations in these 

face-to-face encounters often lead people to formulate preconceived 

notione hastily, to close their minds to novel ideas, and to be 

swayed by persuasive opinions of others (Dalkey and Helmer, 1963). 

In summary form, the advantages of Delphi can be listed as follows: 

Advantages: 

The Delphi Technique is claimed to have the following advantages: 

a) As Delphi is -relatively nontechnical it is appropriate 

for use vi th a population not familiar with research 

techniques (Nash, 1978). 
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b) It is a convenient vehicle for predicting the future 

(Ibid). 

o) Delphi is comparatively inexpensive, quick and in

volves much less effort than a conference. A well-

designed, mailed questionnaire can elicit informa-

tion from relatively large numbers of participants 

who cannot physically come together (Helmer, 1966, 

Pill, 1977J Rabiega, 1982; Riggs, 1983). 

d) Empirical evidence has shown that the group consensus 

in Delphi has increased accuracy compared with other 

kinds of group opinions (Dalkey, 1968). 

e) On issues that are uncertain and intangible the 

Delphi Technique has been able to generate a consensus 

so that forecasting and planning can proceed (Pill, 

1971). 
. ,) 

f) The use of systematic procedures, such as in Delphi, 

lend an air of objectivity to the outcome (Pill, 1971). 

g) When managed properly, :Delphi exercises can have a 

highly motivating effect on respondents. They also 

tend to produce a high degree of panel commitment to 

the output (Ibid). 

h) Delphi's features of response anonymity, controlled 

information feedback, and statistical group response 

allow an equal opportunity for respondents to affect 

decision-making. This, in turn, reduces any group 

pressure for conformity or 'band-wagon' effect and 

plqe down the influence of dominant, highly articu

late or high-status committee mem~rs (Helmer, 1966, 

Pill, 19f1; Stenberg, 1979 J Riggs, 1983). 
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i) Respondent attrition ratee appear minimal and judge

ments of individual's hostility to one another may 

also be lessened. 

j) Delphi exercises often accommodate novel and inter-

eating feedback to respondents, thus minimising the 

possibility of overlooking some divergent viewpoints 

(Pill, 1971J :Battersby, 1979J Riggs, 1983). 

k) Modifications to Delphi have meant that 'expert' 

respondents a.re no longer limited to the 'highly 

educated and experienced specialist' but, rather, 

they can include people who may contribute to the 

relevant information required.. This creates in 

Delphi a more socially representative tool 

(Cyphert and Gant, 1970). · 

1) As a peda.gogical tool, Delphi provides 'e:r:plorers' 

with lots of simulated situations which can 1 ead to 

creative planning and decision-making (Weaver, 1972). 

A summary list of the disadvantages of Delphi is shown below: 

\ Disadvantages . 

a) Delphi exerciS"es tend to be administratively complex 

and often take several weeks, or even months, to 

complete (Preble, 1983). 

b) The panel selection method can lead to a loss of a 

sampling technique which is a reliability requirement 

in any research work. This may ca.use doubts concern-

ing _the efficacy and representativeness of an 'expert' 

panel. Moreover, in some cases, it may be problematic 

as some expert respondents may be known to each other 
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and therefore their responses may not be strictly 

independent ( Eabiega, 1982; Preble, 1983). 

o) If the questionnaires are poorly designed and vague, 

communication misunderstandings may occur and responses 

may be of little value for analysis (Preble, 1983). 

d) In the case of scaling the opinions, there is a problem 

of assigning a numerical value to what is essentially 

an opinion. 

e) Delphi has reasonable forecast accuracy but the long

range accuracy of the technique is difficult to deter

mine (Preble, 1983). 

f) The users of Delphi may rely heavily on it to make 

decisions rather than use it as an information

gathering and option-generating tool (Turoff, 1971). 

VARIATIONS OF DELPHI AND ITS APPLICATIONS 

Traditionally, the Delphi Technique was developed for the purpose of 

forecasting and policy-planning. However, it bas been modified as 

a tool for decision-making. '\oieaver ( 1971) 1 ba.s classified Delphi s 

into two distinct types, as follows: 

a) The Traditional or Exploratory Delphi, as initiated by the 

original 'Project Delphi'. This application of the Delphi 

Technique has the goal of forecasting and seeks to develop 

accurate pictures of the future by generating consensus eon

ee:rning a set of events that is expected to occur. 

b) The Conventional or Normative Delphi, as exemplified by many 

current Delphi studies. This type of Delphi has prescriptive 

direction, i.e. it is designed to obtain consensus of a set 
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ot events, issues or goals that is deeired, rather than 

expected. 

Rauch (1979) has also classified different Delphi studies and has 

divided them into three types, as followst 

8.-y The Classical or Traditional Delphi. This type of Delphi 

is used as a tool for obtaining a group opinion through an 

anonymous, multilevel group interaction. It can be applied 

with the greater confidence in the natural sciences and 

engineering. This is similar to Weaver' l!!I Explorator;y 

Delphi. 

b) The Policz Delphi is modified from the Classical Delphi 

as the latter's application may not be as suitable for 

the analysis of very controversial social and political 

issues. It is a tool to collect ideas to describe events. 

Again, this corresponds closely with Weaver's Normative 

Delphi. 

c) The Decision Delphi has a prescriptive goal in that it 

solicits from the panel the general lines of thinking 

in complex social situations, then coordinates and 

structures this thinking in order to arrive at decisions 

which influence social developments. 

P'rom the plethora of Delphi studies nov available, Linstone and 

Turo:f'f ( 1975, p.4), found that apart from its use as a forecasting 

tool 1 Delphi has wide application in the following areas: 

a) gathering current and historical data not 

accurately known or available, 

b) examining the significance of historical eventsi 

c) evaluating possible bud.get allocations1 
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d) exploring urban and regional planning' 

e) pla.m:iing university campus and curriculum 

developmenti 

f) putting together the structure of a modeli 

g) delineating the 'pros' and 'con~ associated with 

potential policy optionsi 

b.) developing causal relationships in co~plex economic 

or social phenomena; 

i) distinguishing and clarifying real and perceived 

human motivations, and 

j) exposing priorities of personal values, social goals. 

Moreover, MoGav et al. ( 1976, p.61),' Stenberg ( 1971, p.381) and 

Preble (1983, p.76) found that Delphi is further applied in: 

a) medical planningi 

b) military planning' 

c) educational problem-solving; 

d) corporate and businees affairs; 

e) transportation, 

f) communication; 

g) public budgeting; and 

h) goal-setting. 

The following section of this chapter focuses on the applications 

of the Delphi Technique in the field of education. 

APPLICATIONS OF DELPHI IN EDUCATION 

Delphi studies in education date from the mid 1960s. One of the 

earlier studies vas conducted by Helmer (1966) as part of the 1965 
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Kettering Project( 2). The Delphi Technique here was designed to 

produce & list of goals or innovative futures for education based 

on the consensus of various groups of experts. A chart of pro-

posed eeucational innovations was produced as a final product. 

Table 2, on the following page, shove an updated listing of Delphi 

studies in education originall7 compiled by Elms and Battersby 

(1979, pp.14&15). 

Referring to Table 2 it can be seen that, while in some studie..s. 

the Explorato17 Delphi has been used for foreoasting educational 

futures, virtually all Delphi applications are Normative in nature. 

Moreover, the applications of Delphi shown in Table 2 demonstrate 

that the Delphi Technique is oapable of satisfying a vide range of 

educational research needs. These studies also show some of the 

different modifications of the Delphi, such as, for example, in the 

selection of the panel where some studies have used only a single 

group of expert respondents while others have used either several 

groups or a range of interest groups as their respondents. 

An application of the Delphi Technique in education is briefly de

tailed below using as the ex.ample Cn>hert and Gant' s ( 1970) study 

which is listed in Table 2. 

Cyphert and Gant used the Delphi Technique to elicit suggestions 

in defining objectives for the School of Education at the Univer

sity of Virginia for the next decade. They used a four-round Delphi 

inquiry with an open-ended first round. A panel of 421 respond-

ents was selected far the study. These respondents represented 

(2) For a detailed account of the 1965 Kettering Project, refer 
to o. Helmer, "The Use Of The Delphi Technique In Problems 
Of Educational. Innovation". Rand Paper, p. 3499, Santa !fonica., 
California, RAND Corporation, 1966. 
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Table 2: -~lPhi Studi~s in Education-

T .J.Gordon 
ti. Sehr 

H.J. Dyck 
C.J.C•ery 

.1,Jacobeon 

.I.u..t Utle/Oblect of Stydy ~ 

1961 To col11ct conJ•cturu U.S.A. 
•bout proepectlye 
d•Yelop••nh which •l9ht 
heve en l•pect on 
educetiond 1d•lnl1lt'1ticn 
their prob•bl• d1t .. of 
occurrence, &. the 
dee! nblll ty of 1uch 
d•v•lop••nte, •hould they 
occur. 

t'TO To pnp•r• • ••rl•• or Cen•d• 
for•C••t• on aociel 
candl tiotu which tend to 
be l•portent in 
eduutionel phl\nln9. 

UlO o .. t9n!n9 (duc•tion far U.S. A 
th• r1i1ture-A One Stet• 
Study (Uhh). 

A· "·'o• 1971 To lht the 1n9r«thnh U.S.A. 
W, K,lroo\rehlre of effectiY• colle9• 

tuchln9 . 

5.C. T.Cl•rk 
H. T. Cout ta 

1911 To for•ul•h •t1t.111nh Cen•d• 
•bout the future of 
teecher educetlon . 

!ll.I. 

(•ploretory 

(•ploretory 

Nar•etlv• 

No,..1tlY1 

Nor•• tl YI 

w.C.Moore 
A," 0 Wln•• 

1973 To det•r•ln• lt-.e Auetrall• Nor•etiv• 

v.r.herty 1979 

reection e11on9 .. ccrdary 
school lnep•ctor• to 
proposed chen9•• ln 

. ht9h •chool ...... tneUon .. 
end U'le ef'hcta of these 
chen9•• on echool 
•••••••ent procedure•• 

To •chl•Y• • leY•l of 
co,..W\#...,. nl•ttw to 
UwotlH,••thodolo91e• &. 
content •r••• of conU""1"9 
1oclel work •ducetion &. 
to proJ•ct • tunctlon•l 
•od•l of cont1nuln9 eod-.1 
work educeUon ueeful fbr 
lnter-edl•t• &. lon9-nn9• 
pro9r1• plennln9. 

U. 5. A. [•plor•tory 

"· s •• ,. ... c .... Y 19112 To obteln • con11n1u1 New l11land Har-e1tiY1 
on th• •01t !•portent 
t11ka th1t ne1ded to be 
und1rtelten for 1ducatlon 
ln 01Y1lopJ.n; Countrl••· 

W,A,f'9ble9e 1'82 To d11crlb1 1noth1r U.5.A. 
el tern1tlv1 h1chln9 tool. 
the cl•••roo• D1lphl .....Uch 
l1 •odlf11d to or9anl11 
1. 91n1r1t1 cl111roo• 
dl1cu11lon, 

f,Spl"•ll 19113 To •tt••pt to for1c••t 
th• lon9-r1n;1 9en1r1l 
'""' ron••nt for , hl9h1r 

s • ..,.,.1 
9rovna of •ic>U\ 
Ae1pondent• 

0. Hel••r 

S . Cochr•n 
rl,M.Cr u111hy 
8 , H, Ov erby 

A. C. Judd 

=~u~~!~~;.!~ th' Shh 

196' To produc• • list of 
90111 1. lnnov•tlve 
future• tor educetlon. 

1970 To eYeluall • ll1t of 
t•ach•r char1ct..rt.etlc1. 

1910 To •••Pl• 1 Y1r11ty of 
ettltud"' •lthtn • 
llb•r•l Art• Calh9• 
to•ard1 •" ••perl-..,t.al 

u. s. A. 

U.S . A. 

Nor•1tlv1 

C•plor•tory 

Hor•1tlY• 

Nor•etlv• 

Source: Elms and Battersby 
t . Cocht1 11 
M.M,(r~l•)' 

B. N.Overby 

A.C.Judd 

1'10 1'1 •ulUlh. I llll a 
tuch•r chel'lctut.Uc1. 

1910 To u•ple • v1r11ly of 
1ttltud11 within 1 
l1b•l'll Art~ Colh91 
to•1rd• 1n ~•ptirift1nt.el 
curriculu•, 

19?9 pp.14&15. 

Nor-etiY• 

D.P.Norton 1970 fo look into unlY•l'llty U.S.A . lrilor•etlv• 
need• . 

D. f.B1r9hohr 1910 To ••••in• th• reletlan- U.S.A. fllor•1tiv1 
ehlp b1tw1en educetlon 
L eocl1ty within n .. t 
thirty y .. re . 

A. C.P1ter1on 1911 fo refine the lnstltu- U.S . A. Nor•1tlv1 
Hanel lnv1ntry d1Y1klp9d 
by N 0 P.Uhl. 

D. Bethrsby 1977 To errive 1t so•• New Nor•atlYI 
con11n1u1 Yi1w1 on whet Zeelend 
••li:11 a be9lnnln9 t...cher 
1ucc111ful durln; hi• 
flr1t year of t•1chln9 . 

P. 1C ruu1 1981 To 911n 10•• feel in; of C1ned1 Hor••tl"" 
•hit Y1rlou1 9roup1 
b1U1v1d to b1 the 11101\ 
de.trabl• future for 
C•rleton Unlv1r1lty . 

D,P,And1r1on 1910 To 1l•uht1 1p1culetlon1 U.S.A. 
1bout dealr1bl1 90•1• 

D. Hud1peth 1910 

r.R.Cyp1rt 1910 
W.L.G1nt 

W, H11ron 1910 

N.P , Uhl 1'10 

r,Barrett, 1911 
J. Roe , O, H1y11, 
R. Brawn•• 
I .1Cr1p1l, 
W.H1lnck1, 
W, S1• u al1on 

for • country 1chool 
d11trlct J.n Ohio • 

To 1tudy th• percelY•d 
n1ed1 of YOC•tion1l 
aduc1tion1l in Haw York 
Stet•. 

To cl1rlfy 1nd •••••• 
th• wlah11 , •1plretlon1 
L aplniori1 or clierilele 
r1ap1ctlri9 obJ1ctlY11 
for the achoo! of 
[duc1tlon et lh1 
Unlv1rslty of Vlr9lnl1 . 

To prob• the 1ff1cth1 .. 
"''' at 1tud1nt partl
ctpet1on tn Junlo.
coll191 1d•lnl 1 t r1tlon. 

fo lnY .. llt;iah ( ln • 
, ... 11 nu,.ber of 
ln1tl tutlon1} "'hit on
c1,.pu• 1. aff-c1111pu1 
9round1 parcelv1 th1 
9oal1 of their lnatltu
tlon1 to b1, 11 well •• 
1o1h•t they b1ll1v1 tl\1 
90111 to be . 

ro d1t1r111lne th1 1chool 
&. co•,.unlty 1ttltud1 to 
y11r-ra u nd 1chool op•r•
tlon ln N1bra1k1. 

H. T. Coutls 1972 To ;1ner1t• • nu•b•r of 
t1r;1t1 for the future 
of t11ch1r educetion. 

U.S. A, 

U. 5. A. 

u. s. A. 

S . T. D1ut1ch 
W.L.H1,.111 

lf1S To det•r•1fte •h1th1r U.S.A. 
1duc1tor1, . 1tud1nt1, 
co••unlty t11ch1r1. 
coll•CtlY•l)' 1. 
lndlvldually, dl ff er lri 
th1lr oplnlon or the 
l•portenc• of 11cond1ry 

~ "I I _.,~ I ,.,. - I • 

Nor••tiv• 

Nor•atlv• 

Nor•1tl\11 

Na r-1 t l "' 

fllor•ellv• 

Nor•etlY• 

Nor•atlY• 

Nor•1tlv1 

~ 
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the significant power structure relating to this School of 

Education and were chosen on the assumption that: 

" ••••• what those persons in positions of 
influence believe will happen or should 
happen is the best indication of what 
actually will occur in the near future." 
( p.420). 

The Delphi procedure used by Cyphert and Gant Yae as follows: 

Rotmd One - Participants vere asked to suggest the prime tar-

gets on which the School of Education should con-

centrate its energies and resources for the next 

decade. Sixty-eight per cent of the sample 

replied to this round, offering 750 individual 

suggestions which were reduced to 61 generic 

statements. The returns from Bound One formed 

the basis for the Round Two questionnaire. 

Round Tvo - These 61 items were fed back to the participants. 

They were asked to differentiate between these 61 

statements in a hierarchical fashion and rate each 

item on a five-point scale. Tvo htmdred and eixty

tvo participants replied in this round. The 

response~ -w~re processed to determine the dietribu-

tion and mode of priorities for each item. On this 
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basis, the Round Three questionnaire was constructed. 

Round Three - Individuals were fed back their Olo'll rating and the 

group consensus on each item. In the light of this 

feedback, each respondent was requested to rerate 

all the items. Participants who wished to remain 

outside the consensus on an item(s) were asked to 

state their reasons for doing so. Sirty-two per 

cent of the original sample retUl"ned responses. 



From the responeee to Romid Three a mode of 

'priorities' was determined and this acted as a 

basis for the fourth questionnaire. 

Round Four - The results from the third round, plus 218 items 

representing the dissenting opinions from Roi.md 

Three, were fed back to the respondents. The 

panel was asked to rate each item based on their 

own values and knowledge of both the minority and 

majority views. Sixty-two -per cent of the original 

sample returned responses. 

The analysis of the results cent red a.round the goals that attained 

high priority for the sample. Some of these high-and low-priority 

goals a.re shown below: 

A Sample of Cyphert .And Gant' s High- And Lov-Priorit;r Goa.ls 

Priority 

Priority 

., .... 
" 0 

" >. .., 
Priority ... .. 

0 ... .. ... 
.t: Priority 

"' ... 
:i: 

Priority 

Priority 

Priority 

Priority 

Priority 
., .... .. 
8 Priority 
>. .., ... .. Priority 0 ... .. ... 
~ 

Priority 

Priority 

l: 

2: 

3: 

4: 

6: 

8: 

10: 

56: 

57: 

58: 

59: 

60: 

61: 

Increasing the number of talented young people who enter 
and remain in the teaching profession. 

Developing better methodology of teaching through re
search on such topics as motivation, study skills. in
dividual differences, child development, creativity, the 
learning process, constructive thinking, cost, corrmuni 
cation, educating the physically handicapped, teaching 
large groups and discipline . 

Preparing educators to function effectively in innovative 
programmes that deal with constantly changing educational 
problems . 

Developing knowledge concerning the effective preparation 
of teachers . 

Developing programmes of nationally recognised excellence . 

Attracting l!lOre men into elementary education. 

Developing 1110re equally balanced school divisions. 

Developing a knowledge base that sets the parameters of 
capability and modus operandi of a school of education's 
function. 

Modify the curriculum of the School of Education to give 
greater attention to Negro history, occupational orien
tation of children and citizenship education . 

Assisting schools to develop better school buildings 
through such means as standard construction elements . 

Preparing interdisciplinary courses for high school 
adoption. · 

Preparing plans that schools could use for goal defin
ition. 

Eliminating competition among institutions of higher 
learning in Virginia. 
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According to Cyphert a.nd Gant, their data generated from this four

round Delphi proved most ueeful in formulating future targets of 
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the School of Education at the University of Virginia and, moreover, 

the outcomes 'made influential persons aware of the School's existence 

and awakened them to a realisation of its future accomplishments' 

(Cyphert and Gant, 1970, p.425). 

Generally, then, the Delphi method is used primarily in education 

for the purposes of a 

a) educational planning; 

b) developing desired educational events; 

c) designing educational evaluation; and 

d) searching out educationaJ and curricular objectives. 

Al though the Delphi Technique has become a useful research tool in 

education in general, its application in school administration, 

which is the focus of the present study, is still in its infancy. 

The last section of this chapter details the objectives of the 

study and the accompanying rationale. 

RATIONALE FOR THIS STUDY 

Since the developnent of the Delphi Technique in 1948 it has been 

used widely in many fields to elicit expert consensus on certain 

issues so as to facilitate forecasting, policy-planning, and 

decision-making. Table 2 shows that although Delphi is widely used 

in the field of education there have been ~' if any, applications 

in school administration (Schmuck et al., 1977 and Johnston, 1981 ). 



AccordingJy, the intention of this study was to investigate the 

feasibility of using the llelphi Technique in school administration 

and, as such, the study had two objectives, as follows: 

a) To Ascertain The Challenges Facin~ School Administrators 

During The Remainder Of This Decade, Usin~ The Delphi 

Technique. (Phase One of the study) 

Phase One of the present study focused on the above objective for 

three reasons: 

Firstly, it is a typical Delphi problem in that it seeks to arrive 

at a consensus of opinion about a number of challenges which, 

in this case, are those facing school administrators during the 

remainder of this decade. 

Secondly, the substantive issue concerning the challenges facing 

school administrators is relevant to current debate in school 

administration. For instance, many prominent educators, such 

as Culbertson and Renwick, agree on the importance of school 

administrators having an appreciation or understanding of the 

likely challenges they are to face during the coming decades, 

and how these challenges might be met. 

And, thirdly, it was decided to undertake Phase One of this 

study so as to evaluate the feasibility of using the Delphi 

Technique as a tool for school administrators. Thie constituted 

Phase Two of the study with the objective being: 

b) To Evaluate The Potential Of The Delphi Technique For 

School Administrators. (Phase Two of the study) 
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In their recent studies, Schmuck et al. ( 1977) and Johnston 

( 1981). reviewed the various research tools ueed by school adminis

trators. Their reviews indicated that the Delphi Technique haa 

rarely been employed in the school administration investigations. 

Thie second objective, then, sought to focus on some of the 

methodological and operational aspects of the use of Delphi 

arising :from studying the challenges facing school administrators 

during the remainder of this decade. In particular, 11:. was 

hoped that the advantages and disadvantages of the technique 

for school administrators would be identified. 

CONCLUSION 

In summa.ry, this chapter has provided: (i) a description of the 

Delphi TechniqueJ (ii) a discussion of its history and development, 

its characteristics plus its advantages and disadvantages; (iii) 

information on the variations and the applications of the technique; 

_and (iv) the objectives and rationale for the present study. 

The following chapter will discuss the research design of this 

present investigation. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

RE SEARCH DE SI Gll 



INTRODUCTION 

Chapter One concluded with a discussion of the two major object

ives of the present study. These objectives were: 

a) To ascertain the challenges facing school administrators 

during the remainder of this decade, using the Delphi 

Technique. 

b) To evaluate the potential of the Delphi Technique for 

school administration. 

The review of the literature on Delphi in the previous chapter 

outlined variations and modifications to the technique, and 

confirmed Judd's ( 1975, p.175) viev that: 

"There is no single monolithic structure to 
to the Delphi Technique". 

Indeed, each Delphi method of investigation is dictated by the 

research problem under study. The problem outlined in the first 

objective of this study necessitated a Bormative Delphi design, 

which would consist of three to four rounds of questionnaires. 

Here, the aim was to arrive at a general consensus f'rom a panel 

of school administrators, about the challenges facing them during 

the remS:uider of this decade. Once consensus was reached, a 

follow-up evaluative questionnaire would be designed to assess 

the potential of the Delphi Technique for school administrators. 

This chapter will present information on the tramevork adopted 

in this study, the selection of sample, and the Delphi procedure 

used. 
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THE FIWlEWORK OF THE STUDY 

Figure 2, on the folloving page, shows the overall framework of 

this Delphi project. In January and February 1984, the investi

gator formulated the problem and reviewed the relevant literature. 

During March and April, the research design wae planned, and the 

first letter and questionnaire vere drafted and prepared. From 

May through to August the sample was selected and the Delphi 

procedure of administering the rounds of questionnaires, screening 

editing, summarising the returns-; and preparing new questionnaires 

was carried out. From September to December the data was analysed, 

the reeul ts were drawn up, and the report was written up (see 

Figure 2). 

For the period from May through to August an inset framework shows 

the dates of questionnaire dispatch, when replies were received, 

and when data analysis vas carried out (see Figure 2, inset). 

THE SELECTION OF THE SAMPLE 

Both the objectives of this study necessitated the selection of a 

sample with knowledge of current events in school administration 

in New Zealand. The Delphi literature revealed that although 

selection of a large sample (usually hundreds of participants) 

has its advantages, it also has its hazards. For instance, the 

11DUrting administrative work (Cyphert and Gant, 1970; and McGaw 

et al., 1976), the high cost and the length of time involved, the 

loss of panel participation and the lack of representativeness of 

the remaining participants (Judd, 1972) have been reported as dis

advantages of using large numbers of participants. 
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Figure 2: 'l'h.e Overall Framework Of The Study ( 19 84) 
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With the consideration that this project was to be undertaken by 

one investigator, who was inhibited by a lack of finance, facili

ties and time, it was decided to select a relatively small group 

of school administrators as the sample. At the time of sample 

selection, a group of 40 school administratore, enrolled in a 

Diploma in Educational Administration programme, had gathered at 

Massey thivereity for their annual vacation course. Further in-

vestigation revealed that these school administrators came from 

various rural and urban primary, intermediate and high schools 

throughout New Zealand (see llap in Appendix A). After consul ta-

tion with the lecturers in charge of this programme, it was 

decided .to approach this group of school administrators and ask 

them to become participants in this study. 

Accordingly, the investigator briefed the sample concerning the 

study. Thirty-three out of the 40 school administrators agreed 

to participate in the study. They were told that three to four 

rounds o'f questionnaires would be mailed to them over the coming 

months(3)• Also, they were instructed not to confer with one 

another in their responses, and to return their completed question-

naires promptly within the stipulated time. 

The 33 volunteers came from different levels of the school system 

and from different parts of the North and South I elands of New 

Zealand. They held various administrative positions in their 

respective schools as Table 3 shows. Of the participants, 21 

were males and 12 females, giving a male-to-female ratio of 

approximately 2:1, respectively (see Table 3). 

(3) To strive for the response anonymity feature ot the Delphi 
Technique, it was decided to elicit the opinions of the 
panel only after they had returned home :from their course. 
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All these respondents had university degrees or the equivalent, 

with the typical qualification being a Bachelor of Arte and Poet-

graduate Diploma in Education. The age of the sample ranged from 

25 to 56, Yi.th an average age being in the mid-30s. 

Table 3: The Sample 

Panel's Position in School Male Fems.le Total 

Principal 2 1 3 
Deputy Principal 5 2 7 
Dean/Head of Department 9 4 13 

Senior Teacher 1 2 3 
Teacher with Position of 2 0 2 Responsibility 

Form Teacher 1 2 3 
Careers Adviser 0 1 1 

Curriculum Coordinator 1 0 1 

Total 21 12 33 

With the selection of the sample completed the next process in 

this Delphi project was to design and implement the questionnaire 

rounds. 

THE DELPHI PROCEDURE 

In the Delphi process there a.re contentious vievs concerning the 

number of questionnaire 'rounds' necessary for the identification 

of an acceptable response consensus. Cyphert and Gant ( 1970), in 

their exhaustive analysis of the Delphi investigations, concluded 

that 99 per cent of respondents' changes in opinion had taken place 
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by the third round of the Delphi procedure. The findings of 

Weatherman end Swenson (1974) also confirmed that for most Delphia, 

three rounds a.re usually adequate. Dajani, Sincoff and Talley (1979), 
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in their discussion of this issue, suggested that it is important 

for Delphi investigators to look into the consistency of responses 

between successive rounds and the stability of individual's responses 

to the given questions before terminating a Delphi investigation. 

In the light of the above findings it was decided that for Phase 

One, a three-round Delphi format would be employed, and that 

additional rounds would be added if a consensus was not reached by 

the third round. 

The three rounds of questionnaires used in this study are described 

below: 

Round One 

In this round the panel of 33 participants va.s sent an introducto17 

letter of explanation (see Appendix B). The letter informed them 

that this project would employ three or four rounds of questionnaires, 

and that the second and subsequent questionnaires would be based on 

information gathered from the previous rotmde. A stamped-reply 

envelope was supplied with each round to facilitate the prompt 

return of the questionnaires. Participants were assured that during 

. the course o'f the study their identity would be kept confidential. 

Accompanying this letter was the Round One questionnaire (see 

Appendu B), vi th an outline of the problem. It read as follovsi 

"What do you see as the challenges facing 
school administrators during the remainder 
of this decade?" 

An open-ended first round was used and the participants were asked 

to write doWD their responses in the light of the problem. They 

were urged not to confer with anyone and to return their completed 

questionnaires vi thin the specified time. 
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Thirty (90.9%) out or the 33 original volunteers( 4) replied to this 

first round. Their responses, totalling 136 'challenges', were 

screened and scrutinised to eliminate any duplicate responses. A 

final list or 34 items representing the respondents' Round One 

comments (see Appendix c), on the challenges they envisaged, was 

compiled ae information for Round Tvo questionnaire and feedback. 

The compilation of the final list of 34 'challenges' was done by 

firstly screening all the Round One responses. Statements with 

similar meanings or the~es were clustered together. They were then 

screened again to eliminate any duplicate answers. Subsequently, 

each group of related statements was scrutinised and summa.:rised 

into a single, concise statement. An example of how a group of 

related responses in Round One was reduced to a concise statement 

can be detailed. A list of all the original statements 

concerning 'falling rolls', which a number of participants vieved 

as a 'challenge' facing school administrators during the remainder 

of this decade, appears on the following page. These statements 

were extracted and clustered during the first screening of responses. 

(4) The three dropout voltmteers were not folloved up because 
it was assumed that given the voluntary nature of the 
study, respondents who did not return questionnaires no 
longer wished to participate 



l)•At present, falling rolla mean lees teachers are required per 
achool. Thia meana incompetent staff are going but how will 
administrator• face the challenge of deciding which competent 
teacher to lose•. 

2J•Coping with the consequences of falling rolls and ataff 
redundenciea". 

3)•Helping their ataff to adjust to falling rolls and changing 
subject orientation•. 

4)"Coping with fall in rolls". 

Sl"falling rolla in relation to staffing•. 

6)•falling rolls end aubsaquent teechar-pupil ratio problems". 

7)"falling roll• and the effects on staffing". 

&)•falling rolla--loss of PR allocation, job aacurity, being able 
to operate and to offer full range of aubjacts and staff thes• 
subjects•. ~ 

9)•Coping with falling roll problem• i.e. teacher layoffs and 
resulting problems of low morale, poor recruitment level• and 
possible staff shortages especially in technical and econoaic 
areea". 

10).,.o maintain professional direction and morale -- to promote 
professional growth and responsibility at a time when falling 
rolls and economic pressure• are showing the avenue• of promotion 
and add to erosion of moral• prompted by public and political 
cri ti ci am". 

ll)"relling rolls --lack of promotion opportunities for younger 
staff --loss of statue for existing middle manager• especially 
senior masters, PR4'a and PRJ'a". 

l2)•falling school rolls and the management of contraction•. 

13)"0ffering a range of subjects inspite of th• restrictions i•poaed 
by falling rolls". 

From this list, four statements concerning 'falling rolls' were 

retained. The rest were adjusted to be similar to one or more 

of these four statements. For example, 

statement Nos. 2, 4, 5, 7 and 12 

were similar to No. 1' 

statement Nos. 3, 12 and 13 

were similar to No. s, 
statement Nos. 11 and 12 

were simil a.r to No. 10, and 

statement No. 9 
was similar to Nos. 1 and 8. 
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The !ou:r statements retained weres 

1) 4t preaent, falling rolla mea.n l••• teacher• a.re required 
per school. Thia meana incompetent ata!! are going but 
hov vill adminiatratora !ace th• challenge o! deoid1ng 
which oO!Dpetent teacher to loae . 

6 ) Falling r oll • and aubaequant teacher-pupil ratio problema, 

8) Falling rolla~loea o! PR allocation, job aecurity
1 

being 
able to operate &nd to o!!er t'Ull range of aubjecta and 
at&!! these 1JUbjecta, 

10) To maintain profeaaional direction a.nd morale ~ to promote 
pro!eaaional grovth and responsibility at a tillle vhen 
falling rolls and econo~ic prealnll'•• are aloYing the 
avenues of promotion and add to aroaion of moral• pro:npted 
by public and political oriticimn, 

Subsequently, these fou:r statements were carefully examined and 

scrutinised, then summarised into a single, concise statement: 

"Falling rolls and management of contraction." 

From this type of screening, scrutinising and summarising process, 

a final list of 34 challenges vas derived from the original list 

of 136 statements. Thie final list of 34 items was mailed to the 

participants as the feedback information for Round Two. 

Bound Two 

Each of the 30 respondents who replied to Round One was sent a 

covering letter with instructions. Accompanying it verez a copy 

of the participant's previous Bound One responses, the summary list 

of 34 comments contributed by the panel to the Round One question

naire, snd also the Round Two questionnaire (see Appendix C). 

The ·second questionnaire outlined the problem statement again. The 

participants were r~quested to reconsider ~heir Round One responses, 

bearing in mind the group's comments, and to form a short list of 

concise statements concerning the challenges facing school admin-
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ietratore during the remainder of this decade. They were given the 

freedom to retain their originaJ Round One responses and/or to use 

key statements :from the feedback summary list which they might wish 

to add to, or modify (see Round Two in Appendix c). 

Only one participant did not return this round's responses. The 

29 (96.7%) completed questionnaires were examined and the duplicate 

statements removed. When all the responses were aggregated, it was 

found tha.t 33 of the 34 group summary comments from Round One were 

reinstated. The item which did not receive a mention vas: 

"Making students a.ware of' the place of 
Christianity in an increasingly secular 
society." 

Tb.ere was an , addition of' nine new challenges which the participants 

thought would face school administrators during the remainder of' 

this decade. 

The nine new i teme were: 

1) Coping vi th inadequate and incompetent staff. 

2) PrOTiding a balance between eatiafying th• eohool and 
comanmit7 demand•, and maintaining treed<llm for teacher 
and admin1etratore to develop the well-being, initiative, 
and creativit7 of etudent•. 

3) Restricted promotion pro11,P•cte, 

4) Preparing student• to adapt to nev technologi••· 

5) Encouraging female statt to take up adminietrative job• 
and ensuring that the7 have equal1t7 ot opportunit7.(5) 

6) llooeting the status ot outdoor education, muaio, art 
and other cultural experiences. 

7) Examination-orientated education versus job-orientated 
education, 

8) Educating !or self-actualisation, 

9) Ensuring that va do not lose our present aneh in 
attempts to make t\irthar gain•. 

(5) This item was derived :from splitting item No. 33 in Round One 
(see Table 7). 
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These nine new items were listed by eight participants of the sample . 

Thus, fro~ Round Two, a new list of 42 'challenge' statements was 

compile~ (see Appendix D). Thie formed the basis for the Rotmd 

Three questionnaire and the feedback information. 

At the completion of Round Two there appeared to be an emerging 

consensus on the challenges which the participants envisaged as 

facing the school administrators during the remainder of this 

decade. 

Round Three 

In this rotmd, ea.ch of the remaining 29 participants was sent a 

package including a covering letter, the new summary list of 

'challenge' comments, and the Round Three questionnaire. The 

instructions directed the respondents, firstly, to consider the 

panel's list of comments, then to express their opinions by indicat-

ing, with the help of a 5-point Likert-type scale provided, the 

relative importance of each item in relation to the challenges 

facing school administration during the remainder of this decade 

(see Appendix D). The relative importance of each item was required 

for the calculation of the llean and Standard Deviation, which could 

help in the assessment of the consensus. 

The Likert-type scale was used because of its simplicity and suit

ability for the Delphi investigation (see Cochran et al., 1970J 

Fox and Brookshire, 1970; Judd, 1972J Deutsch and Hamm, 1975). 

The responses were to be given according to the following code: 

Extremely Important ( 5) 

Very Important (4) 
Ot Some Importance (3) 

Of Little Importance(2) 

Of No Importance (1) 
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Twenty-seven ( 9 3.1%) participants returned responses. Their re-

plies were analysed using the Mean and Stands.rd Deviation for each 

of the 'challenge' items listed. Then the ite~s were listed accord-

ing to their rank o-f importance, based on Jlean and Stand.a.rd Deviation 

values (Round Three results, sbom in Appendix E). 

Using the Mean values, the item with the highest Mean was ranked 

the highest, and when there was a tie in the Mean values of two or 

more items, the item with the smallest Standard Deviation, i.e. the 

highest consensus, would be ranked highest amongst the tied items. 

For example, this can be seen in the Selection of Round Three 

.Results, as follows: 

Renk Items/Chellengee ~ 

1 Inproving staff professional competency 4.33 
and d·evelop.,ent through training• closer 
supervision & collegial support. 

2 Providing relevent and S1eaningful 4.27 
education to reflect the needs of student~ 
conM~nity, society, . economy & government. 

3 

+ 

= s 

' 

Providing staff with a sense of purpose, 
self worth & achievement. 

Providing a belance between setisfying the 
school & community demends, end maintaining 
freedom for teachers & administrators to 
develop the well-being, initiative & 
creativity of students. 

Teaching students to have flexible 
attitudes & veraatile skills. 

Developing attitudes for life-long 
education, 

Developing further the concept of equal 
educational opportunity. 

4.22 

4 , 04 

4.04 

4,04 

4.04 

Sten de rd 
Deviation 
0.6202 

0.8744 

o. 8473 

o. 8077 

Q,8540 

0.8540 

0.8979 

Referring to the above selection, the item ranked 1 had the highest 

Mean compared to all the other items. The item ranked 2 had the 

second highest Mean, and so on. The 1 tems ranked from 4 to 7 had 



tied Uean values. Therefore, in this case, the ite~ with the 

smallest Standard Deviation was ranked the highest amongst them. 

A complete list of the Round Three responses vas compiled using 

the values of Mean, Standard Deviation and Rank. 

At this sta,ee in the research, a further analysis was carried out 

on the results of Round Three to ascertain the degree of consensus 

of opinion on the challenges !acing the school administrators 

during the remainder of this decade. 

Cyphert and Gant ( 1970),as well as Weatherman and Swenson (1974), 

had concluded that the opinions given in three rounds of most 

Delphi investigations should be adequate for a general consensus. 

To confirm this, the Coefficient of Variation (v), was used. The 

use of this procedure in Delphi investigations was developed by 

English and Kernan ( 1976). 

English and Kernan, in their Delphi study of the future of air 

travel and aircraft technology, used the Coefficient of Variation 

in conjunction with a decision rule, as the stopping criterion. 

The Coefficient of Variation was calculated by dividing the Standard 

Deviation by the Mean of the responses. They selected ranges for 

the Coefficient of Variation and associated these ranges with 

decision rules that defined consensus, and hence a strategy for 

continuing or terminating Delphi rounds (see Table 4). They 

recommended the use of the Coefficient of Variation as a measure 

of stability in Delphi studies. This can be achieved by checking 

for changes in the Coefficient of Variation within each round and 

between two successive rowids and terminating the inquiry when 

such changes assume a predetermined small value. 
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Table 4: Coefficient of Variation As A Stopping Criterion 

Coefficient of Variation (v) 

0 < v ~ 0.5 

0.5<V ~ o.8 

v ~ o.8 

Decision Rule 

Good degree of con sen sue; no 
need for an additional rotmd 

Less than a satisfactory degree 
of consensus; possible need for 
an additional round 

Poor degree of consensus; 
definite need for an 
additional round 

Source: G.M. English and G.L. Kernan, "The Prediction Of Air 
Travel And Aircraft Technology To The Year 2000 
Using The Delphi Method". Transport Res., Vol. 10, 
pp.1-8, 1976. 

Referring to Table 4, if the value Of ( v) is greater than 0 but 

equal to or smaller than 0.5, i.e. 0<V$0.5, then there is a high 

degree of consensus and no additional round is necessary. If ( V) 

is greater than 0.5 but equal to or smaller than o.8, i.e. 

0.5<V~0.8, there is a less than satisfactory degree of consensus 

and there is a possible need for an additional round. However, if 

(v) is equalto or greater than o.8, i.e. v~o.8, the consensus is 

poor and there is a definite need for a further round.. 

As the ranges chosen by English and Kernan (Dajani _ ~~ al., 1979, 

p.86) were based on the decision rules that defined consensus and 

their application had proven to be useful as a strategy for termina-

tion of the Delphi roi.mds, it was decided to use the same ranges in 

this present study. 

The calculation of the Coefficient of Variation (see Table 5) for 

all the items in the Round Three results indicated that the value 

~f ( v) for all the items was -greater than 0 but equal to or greater 

than 0.5, i.e. O<V~0.5. Thus it was concluded that no :further 
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round was necessary for this phase of this study. 

Table 5: Calculation Of The Coefficient of Variation (v) 
From Round Three Results 

Renk of ~ 5tenderd l.Yl 
~ Deviation 

l 

2 

3 

4 

= 5 

;; 5 

1 

8 

9 

10 

;; 11 

= 11 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

-- 23 

24 

25 

4.J3 0.6202 0.14 

4.27 0.8744 0.21 

4.22 0.8473 0.20 

.C.04 0.8979 0.22 

4.04 0.8540 0.21 

4.04 0.8540 0.21 

4.0.C 0.8077 0.20 

4.oo o.6794 0.11 

J.89 0.8006 0.21 

3.85 0.8640 0.22 

3.85 o. 7181 0.19 

3,85 0.7181 0.19 

3,85 o.6624 0.11 

3.78 0.9740 0.26 

3.74 0.9027 0.24 

3.74 0,8590 0.23 

3.74 ' 0.8130 0.22 

3.70 0.9533 0.26 

3.67 .0.7338 0.20 

3.63 0.7917 0.22 

3.59 0.9306 0.26 

3.56 1.0860 0.31 

3.56 1.0500 0,30 

3.56 o.9740 o.2r 

3.48 o. 7530 0.22 

26 3.44 0,8473 

Rpnk of Meen 5tenderd 1.!'.l 
~ pevietion 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

42 

3.41 1.0099 

3.41 0.8884 

3.37 0.7917 

3. JS l.0175 

3.33 l.1094 

3.03 o. 7753 

3.27 0.8744 

3.26 0.9443 

3.19 0.7494 

3.15 l.0635 

3.11 l.2195 

2.93 0.6752 

2.92 o. 7961 

2.88 0,9519 

2.85 0.8640 

2.67 0.8771 

0.30 

0.26 

o. 24 

0.30 

0.33 

0.26 

0.27 

0.29 

0.2• 

0.34 

0.39 

0.23 

0.27 

0.33 

0.30 

0.33 

With a high degree of consensus already attained, a follow-up 

evaluation round which would help to achieve the second objective 

of the study, viz. assessing the potential of the Delphi Technique 

for school administrators, could proceed. 
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FOLI..OW-UP EVALUATION 

In this follow-up round, the 27 panel members who completed Round 

Three were sent a covering letter, an analysis of Round Three 

responses together with a Follow-Up Respondent Evaluation Question

naire (see Appendix E). This final phase was designed to elicit 

comments concerning the potential of the Delphi Technique for 

school administrators. 

In the light of their previous participation and experience and 

the feedback results, the respondents were asked to respond briefly 

to the following open-ended questions: 

1) To what degree do you concur with the results? 

2) To what extent have your views about the future 
challenges facing school administrators changed 
during the course o'f this study'? 

3) As a participant, what were the main problems 
you :f'aced in responding to the three question
naires? 

4) From your participation in this study, what do 
you see as some of the advantages and dis
advantages of the Delphi Technique? 

5) Prior to this study, have you ever participated 
in a Delphi Investigation? 

6) General comments. 

In this follow-up round, 20 ( 74.1%) of the remaining 27 respond-

ents returned their responses and an analysis of their replies 

will be discussed in Chapter Four. 

CONCLUSION 

In summary, then, this chapter outlined the research design adopted 

in this study. Details about the framework for the study, the 
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sample selection, the Delphi proc·edure, anct the folJow-up evalua

tion have been given. The following chapter will discuss the 

results obtained for the three rounds of questionnaires in Phase 

One of this project. 
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CHAP'l'E R THREE 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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INTRODUCTION 

The research design of the present study was outlined in the previous 

chapter. Thie present chapter will detail the results obtained :f'rom 

Bounds One, Two and Three of this Delphi exercise. These results 

will be analysed and discussed in the light of the first research 

objective which was: 

"To ascertain the challenges facing school 
administrators during the remainder of 
this decade, using the Delphi Technique. 

BOUND ONE RESULTS 

In response to the request to 'Write down their opinions concerning 

what they would envisage as the challenges facing school adminis

trators during the remainder of this decade (see Round One in 

Appendix B), the participants' returns contributed a total of 136 

response statements. J.:n example of the types of items listed 

is shown below and further examples are given in .Appendix a. 

An example of a Bound One response: 

"The challenges are: 

2
1

3

l falling rolls in relation to staffingJ 
changes in school infrastructure, 
increasing attempts to integrate ethnic 
groups into the schooling pattern of 
the past J and 

4) possible increasing control by government 
in the running of schools, its aims and 
management. " 

Tb.rough the process of screening, clustering, eliminating, editing 

and summarising that was outlined in the previous chapter, a summary 

list of 34 concise statements was compiled (see Table 6). These 

'challenge' items were not listed in any priority, rather, an attempt 



Table 6: A Summary List Of The Respondents' Round One Comments 

The challe?l€eS facing school administrators during the remainder of 
this decade are: 

1) Catering for students who face unemployment. 

2) Training for adequate and :fulfilling use of leisure time. 

3) Curriculum review - core and non-core. 

4) Broadening the range of subjects in school 
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5) Teaching students to have flexible attitudes and versatile skills. 

6) Ensuring greater freedom of choice in materials being used in class. 

7) Providing relevant and mea.ningf'ul education to reflect the needs of 
students, community, society, economy and government. 

8) Falling rolls and management of contraction. 

9) Developing further the concept of equal educational opportunity. 

10) Multiculturalism in community, s chool and classroom. 

11) Immobile and aging staff. 

12) Staff stress. 

13) Untrained school administrators and teaching staff. 
14) Improving staff professional competency through :further training, 

closer supervision and collegial support. 
15) Providing staff with a sense of purpose and self-worth. 

16) Coping with non-dynamic and non-professional staff. 
17) Allowing and providing opportunity for teacher experimentation, 

adaptation, research and discussion. 
18) Breaking traditional hierarchies of responsibilities to provide 

new experience in the profession. 

19) Achieving less bureaucracy in schools. 
20) Arousing parents' awareness of child-care responsibilities. 

21) Dealing with a more informed and more critical community. 

22) Adopting the computer as an educational and administrative tool. 
23) Coping with the conf'lict in producing scientific-technologically 

able students versus culturally aware students. 

24) Making the most efficient use of resources avail&~~. 

25) Removing U.E. 

26) Developing Form Six Certificate Courses. 

27) Promoting public and political awareness to ensure the maintenance 
and development of educational institutions. 

28) Maintaining school's f\mction despite pressures from various groups. 

29) Coping with social changes and social pressures. 

30) Developing attitudes for life-long education. 

31) Meeting the needs of the gifted and less able students. 

32) Coping with pressure to be more accountable to ~cards of Governors. 

33) Ensuring that fem.ale students and female staff have equality 
of opportunity. 

34) Ma.king students aware of the place of Christianity in an 
increasingly secular society. 



was made to arran~e in close proxim1 ty those i terns w1 th a similar 

theme. ?or instance, items 1) and 2) were related to unemployment; 

items 3) and 4) focused on curriculum issues; items 9) and 10) 

dealt with educational equality; items 11 to 19) were concerned with 

different staff issues, items 22) and 23) related to educational 

technological issues; items 25) and 26) centred on evaluation of 

students; and items 27 to 32) were challenges relating to developing 

and maintaining the school's functions. 

Items 5), 6), 7), 8), 20), 21), 24), 33) and 34) were categorised 

a.a 'other'. 

In summary, eight general categories of items emerged from the Round 

One results. These were: unemployment, curriculum issues; educa

tional equalityy staff issues; educational technology; student 

evaluation; school :functions; and 'other'. The largest group 

consisted of items related to staff issues. 
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After the collation of results !Tom the first round the resultant 

summary list formed the basis for the Round Two questionnaire and the 

feedback information. 

ROUND TWO RESULTS 

In this round the respondents were asked to review their previous 

opinions, in the light of both the feedback information given on 

the panel' e summary list of 34 statements and their own individual 

original replies to Round One. They were requested to compile a 

short list of concise statements again on the challenges facing 

school administrators during the remainder of this decade. The 

participants were told that they may reinstate their original 



standpoint, summarise their comments, or choose key statements from 

the summary list, which they might wish to add to or modify (see 

Round Two in Appendix C). 

When the Round Two responses were returned, screening was done to 

remove any duplicate 'challenges'. The responses showed that no 

participant rejected any of his/her original standpoints (see 

Appendix H for some examples of Round Two replies). 

A list of 42 items resulted from this second round (see Table 7), 

33 of which also appeared in Round One. Only one statement was 

deleted from the list of 34 items in Table 6, and nine new 

'challenges' vere added in this round. The deleted item and the 

nine nev statements were mentioned in Chapter Two (seep. 34). 

These nine new items, added to the Round Two summary list (see 

Table 7), were numbered 13), 19), 21), 25), 38), 39), 40), 41) 

and 42), respectively. These challenges were inserted into the 

list and were clustered near items of the same category. Through 

the screening process carried out in this round, item Nos. 14), 

16), 27), 35) and 37) were further edited. 

-From the replies to Round Two, the fact that only one 'challenge' 

item was dropped from the initial summary list indicated that 

members of the panel were probably nearing consensus on the 

challenges likely to face school administrators during this decade. 

The nine new items added to the list showed that some( 6 ) participants 

expressed new standpoints as their perspectives on the challenges 

were widened, possibly by the feedback of information and most 

certainly by their involvement in this study. 
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(6) These nine new items were contributed by eight of the participants. 



The chalJe::iF,eo facing school idmL-iistrators durinr, thEi remainrlttr of 
this dP.cade are: 

1) Cate:· ing for students \rh1J face uno:r:pl oyr.ient. 

2) 7Taining for adequate a.n.d fulfill in~ u~e of loiaure ti:De. 

3) CurriculU!ll r&vio"· - core i;.r.d noo-coro. 

4) 'Broader.L."le the range of subjects in school. 

5) Toachir.g studer.ts to have flexible att:ituces a.-icl vers~tile skills. 

6) En~uring greater freedom of choice in ~aterials being uaed in class. 

7) Providing relevant and meaningful education to reflect the needs of 
stu~ents, community, society, econo:ny and govern::ent . 

8) Falling rolls a::id manage~ont of contraction. 

9) Develo,Ping fw.·ther the concept of equal education:!.l opportunity. 

10) M1.tl4;iculturalism in co!Ullunity , school and classroom. 

11 ) llll!llobile and aging staff. 

12) Staff stress. 

13) Coping with inadequate and incompetent ate.ff. 

14) Imp~oving et~ff professional co~petency through training. 

15) Untrained school administrators and teaching staff. 

16) Providing staff with a sense of purpose, self-worth and achievement. 

17) Coping with non-OJnamic/unmotivated and non-professional staff. 

18) Allowing and providing opportunit'J for teacher e:rperi.!!le::itatio::i, 
adap~ation, research and discussion. 

19) Pro,·iiing a b3.lance betwe'3n satisfying the school and. conaimnity 
de::i:>.!'.lds a.-id maintaining freedom for teachers a."ld administrators 
to levolo~ t~e w~ll-beL~g, initiative and creativity of etudents . 

20) llre~ki!lg traditional hierarchies of responsibilities to provide 
new ~xperiencas in the .profession. 

21) Rest~icted promotion prospects. 

22) Ach~eving less bureaucracy in schools. 

23) Arcuoing p~rents' awareness of child-care re$~O~eibilitiea. 

24) De~ling witti a more informed and more critical com~'Xli ty. 

25) P:-e~a.ring ntudenta to adapt to new technologies. 

26) ~doFti.ng the computer &3 a..~ educational and ad.l!lillistrative tool. 

27) :Ba.lc;,cing the e:nphas ~.s on technology with cultural aw-sreness. 

28) lis.ki~g the moat efficient use of resources available. 

29) Re=n·.-ir.g U • E. 

30) Dov~l~~ing Form Six Certificate Courses. 

31) Pro~oting public and political awareness to ensuro the maintenance 
e.nd developr.iGnt of educational institutions. 

32) l!aint&ining school's function despite pressures from various groups. 

33)' Coping vi t'!:;. social chilnges ~d social pressures. 

34) Developing attit~dea for life-long education. 

35) reetins the needs and developing greater provision for the 
gifted, the relucte.nt and the less able students. 

36) Coping with pTessure to be more accounteble to noards ot Governors. 

37). Ensuring that female studenta ha.ve equality of o;>portunity. 

38) Encouraging female staff to 'take administrative jobs ez;d 
ensuring that they have equality of opportunity. 

39) Boosting the s~c.tus of outdoor educatio:i, cusic, art e.."1d other 
cu1tural expariences. 

40) Exa::li!lation-oricntatod cducati~n versus job-orientated educa.tion. 

41) Ecucati.!lg tor self-actualisation. 

A2) Ensuring that \le C.o not lose our present assets in ·attea:pts 
+n ,.,,,.,,A 1•11,.thcn· .i:rains. 



Referring to Table 7, the items lieted as the challenges facing 

school administrators during the remainder of this decade could 

be broadly divided into six categories. These categories represented 

a further refinement of the eight categories derived during the Round 

One analysis. 

The first category of challenges related to 'Staffing Practices and 

Issues', such as the need to improve staff professional competency. 

This included 18 items numbered 3), 6) to 8), 11) to 18), 20) to 

'"22), 38), 39) and 42). 

Another category of response was that related to 'Students' Needs' 

(see item Noe. 1), 2), 4), 5), 34), 35) and 41) in Table 7). Here, 

the emphasis was placed on issues such as training for effective 

use of leisure time and developing attitudes for life-long education. 

The challenges linking the :functioning of 'School and Community' 

formed another broad group. Item Nos. 19), 23), 24), 31) to 33) 

and 36) were classified under this category and reflected the school's 

need to account to the different sectors of the community and the 

community's awareness of certain responsibilities towards the school. 

-Item Noe. 9), 10) and 37), concerning multiculturalism and the 

provision of equal educational opportunity, were categorised as 

'Equality of Opportunity'. 

Those challenges emphasising the new technologies and the use of 

available resources in schools were reflected in items numbered 

25), 26), 27) and 28), and were categorised as 'Technology and 

Resources. 

Item Nos. 29), 30) and 40), -on 'Student Evaluation', focused on 

the School Certificate (s.c.) and University Entrance (u.E.) 



examinations and the orientation of education tova.rds examinations 

versus employment training. 

In summary, the six categories of challenges derived :from the Round 

Two analysis verez Staffing Practices and Issues ( s), Students' 

Needs (SN)' School and Community (SC) 1 Equa.1 i ty of Opportuni v ( E)' 

Technology and ResoUl'ces (T)J and Student Evaluation (SE). Table 8 

on the following page lists these categories and their respective 

items. It can be seen that the 18 items relating to 'Staffing 

Practices and Issues' made up the prominent category. :Both the 

'Students' Needs' and 'School and Community' categories, consisting 

of seven items each, were the nert largest group of items. 

As well as categorising the items in the way described above, a 

:frequency count was taken of the number of respondents who mentioned 

each item in Round Two, and the results are shown in Table 9. It 

is interesting to note from this Table that of the 42 items listed, 

39 received a mention by two or more respondents and, in the case 

of the first seven items, 10 or more respondents mentioned ea.ch item 

in their Round Two replies. 

A further breakdo'WD. of the results shown in Table 9 indicated that 

of the first 21 items,the majority of those items categorised as 

the 'Students' Needs' and the 'School and Community' were listed. 

In ea.ch case, five of the seven items for each of these categories 

appeared, this suggesting the relatively high priority given to both 

these categories of items by the respondents. 

Overall, then, the analysis of Round Two results indicated that: 
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(i) the most prominent set of challenges facing school administrators 

during the remainder of this decade concerns 'Staffing Practices and 

Issues' 1 (ii) 'providing relevant and meaningful education to reflect 
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Cat~~~ rio" Chft11e~ r.~a 

1) 3t:lff ~E_I!_ 

Pr!l~t 1 c;,c 

e.nd 

le!:".!&l'I ( s) 

2) Stlt~e~ts' 

lleeC:e (SN) 

13) Schc;ol 

and 

COC!."Wl i ty 
(SC) 

4) !:qus.lity 

of 

C\;rric~1u:! revSev - coro &nd non-oor• . 

E11nuring ~oater freetl:>c: or choice in matori!lla 
bc-1.n g u eed in c1e111., 

Providtn~ Milev!lnt ~nd mea.~1..~gful education to refl•ot 
th' neede of etudentc, oc::i~unity, eociety, ocOnCla!J" 
11.!ld goJVornr:ient , 

Falling rolls and m.!.!l&goment of oontraction, 

1=ob1le and 11.gi.ng etarr. 

Starr atre ea. 

Coping vi th inado:tua tot a.nd incompetent eta ff. 

Improving et.Aft professional oompetency through training, 

Untrained e~hool administrators and teaohing etatf. 

Providing staff with a E!lnse o! purpose, e'lf-vorth 
and achieve~ent. 

Coping vi th non-d,rns::iic/unmotivated and non
pro!e asional eta!!. 

J.lloving and providing opportunity tor teacher experi
mentation, adaptation, research a.nd diocuseion. 

'Breaking traditional hiere.rchiee of reeponeibilitiee 
to provide nev experiences in th• ~7ofeeeion . 

Restrioted prO!::!otion prospects • 

.A.ch ieving le se bu.reaucrac:r in school a. 

Encouraging fe~ale staff to tak9 a.dl:iiniatra.tive jobs 
and eneuring that they have equality of opportunity. 

llooeting the statue of outdoor education, music, 
art and other cultural e%J>eriencea. 

Eneur1ng ttat ve do not loee our present assets 1n 
attempte to make further ga1ne. 

Catering !or stu~ents vbo face unemployment. 

Tra1n1ng for adequate alld fulfilling uee of leisure til=ie. 

llroadening the '.N1nge of subjects in eohoc-1 . 

Teaching students to ha.7e flexible attitudes and 
versatile skills. 

Developing attit~des far life-long education. 

Jleeting the needs e.nd developing greater provision 
for the gifted, th• reli;c ten t and th• lees able "t-.icenta. 

I !duca.ting far ael!-&ctualisa~ion. 

I 

Providing a balance betveen s.aUef)'ing tho achool 
&lld co::imunity de::.a.nds and ll!aintaining 1'reedom for 
teachers and adoinietr!ltors to develop the ~~11-
being, initiJltive and creativity of stu~ents. 

Arouei.ng pa~enta' awareness or child-care 
reepcnsfbi:itie s. 
Dealing 10i th a core informed r..nc more critical 
c oc::iun 1 ty. 

Promoting public and political anreness to ei;inll-e 
the ma!nten.ance and development of educati~nal 
i.ncti tutio:is. 

l!ainta.ining school's function despite preesuree 
frcm various fTOupe. 

Cop!z.g Yi th social changes and social pressures. 

I Coi:;ing vitb preuure to be l'lore accountable to 
I ·Eo~rde o! Governors, 

Devf'lloping !Urther the ooncept. of equal educational 
opportuni t7 • 

l::iltieulturaliell in cor::munity, school a.:id classrooc. 
£P.po:-tuni tz 
(E) Ensuring that fe1tale students have equ.olity of 

Oll por tun i ty. 

5) Technolog 

~ ' 
Resources 

( T) 

Preparing ~t~ldents to adapt to new technologies. 

Adcpting the coa:puter &9 a~ education and 
a~ini6trati~e tool. 

3c.lnncing tile e::p~asie on "\.ec:ilnoloa vi th cultural 
a-.r&::-ene se. 

j ~:.Y.ing tho cc.et eff!.cient uee of re1101::cel\ available , 

6) Stu~e:'lt 1 P&'.I:oving IJni.-ersity Entrance e.xa.mir.stion ( tl.E. ). 

F.-:-~l i;:iticn :..Ovfll c;.inp; For111 Six Certificate Coureoa ( S.C.) • 

(::it:) E:::e."":iL'latior.-c-:-iontat!ld e<!u-:: atio:; vor&un jol:-
,..-~nntA+"'" ,_,,,.,.."° ""'" 
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Table 9 t The Frequency Of Mention For Round Two Results 

Frequeno:r ..1_ Chal 1enge11 

17 59 Providing rel evF<n1. and menn ingt\.11 education 
to reflect the needs of etudonio, community, 
eooiot:;, _econom:r and government, 

17 
13 

11 

11 

11 

10 

9 

9 

9 

7 

7 

6 

6 
6 
6 
6 

6 

5 

5 

4 

59 
45 

38 

Ciiter1ng for otudente who fnce unemplo;:rment, 

Improving staff p1•ofeosion&l competency 
thro11gh training, closer eupervil!ion anrl 
coll l'.V,i al oupport, . 

Trainin~ for adequate and fulfilling uee 
of leieure time, 

35 Multiculturalism in community, school nnd 
clrineroom, 

38 Falling rolls and m&11agoment of oontraotion, 

35 Teaohin~ students to have Oexiblo attHudos 
and vere!ltile e'Hlll'I, 

31 Dovelo:i>ing :f'urtl:.sr the conoeJ)t of equal 
opportunity, 

31 Preparing students to adapt to nev 
te chnol oi;ie s, 

31 Jt.aintaining school' 11 t'Unotion dHpite 
pressures :f'rom various groups, 

24 Coping with eocial ohangee and social 
preoeures, 

24 Promoting public nnd political awnreneos to 
ensure the m.1.intenano'1 and development of 
etluc:ation&l inetitutione, 

21 Providin~ staff vith a oenAe of pu~poee, 
oelf-vorth IUld achievement, 

21 Developir10~ attitudes for life-long education, 

21 CurriqulU!I\ review, ooro and non-core, 

21 i::taff etreoe 

21 Arouning p.1.ronto' awaren11ae of ('.hild-oa.re 
roepon eil>il itiee, 

21 Removing U,E, 

17 Encouraginf; fomn1e staff to take up admi.nis
iratiYa j11bs ~nil en~ring that they have 
equality of opp~rtu.oit7, 

17 · Doti.ling vith a more informed and more 
ori tical comn1uni (7, 

14 Meeting the noe111 and develop in-eater pro
vioionn for the gifted, tbG reluctant and 
th• le1111 able otudent11, 

<:& 1egor i~" 
for es.ch He111 

s 

i::N 

s 

SN 

E 

s 
sn 

n 

T 

SC 

SC 

SC 

s 

SN 

s 
s 
SC 

:;ii: 

s 

SC 

S'J 

4 

4 

4 

4 
4 

4 

4 

4 

3 

3 

3 
.3 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

14 Al1 owing and p!'ov~din;> op;:iortun1t7 for 
t'Jac.·~e!' &J.'.l'erimentation, adaptation, 
ree1J ,1·rc.h 11.nd d1oc11soio11, 

14 J;n!<'1r1.1:1{ that fe'll11.le s•.u1lnnte ha•re equal1ty 
uf oppClrtunity. 

14 l'aklng the moet efficdent use of re!lourcee 
a'\'11.ilable, 

14 Developing Form Six Certificate Coureoa 

1~ Ilalancing the emph11.eie on tec~nology with 
cultural svarenese, 

14 Copinp; rl th non-dynamic and non-profession&l 
staff, 

14 Adoptin~ the oomputer ae !Ill educational and 
administrative tool, 

14 Immobile and aging l!t&ff, 

10 llroadening the range of subjeote in eohool, 

10 Untrained echool adm1n111trators end teaching 
etaff, 

10 Achieving le1111 buree.ucracy ln school I!, 

10 En~uring gre11.ter fre'Jdom of choico 1n 
materialo being uaed ln oll\ee, 

10 Coping with proeeure to ba mor!I & •~countable 
to Boarde of Coverncre, 

7 Providing a bi.lru1ce betviien oaUsfyln~ ~:1" 
echool and comm'.Ulity domandA encl m.1.1ntl\',n!.ng 
freedom for tea-ohore o.n1 a •lminil'!tratort1 to 
develop the vo]l-bo1n~, 1n1t1at1vc and 
creativity of etudents. 

7 net1triotod promotion p1·o~poc•."· 

7 Drenkine trad~tion .'<l hier~.rchie'l of re~onei
bil 1tie~ to provi~e n'Jv e3porienc~~ ln 
the profooolon, 

7 ~x~nination-oriontc.ted versus jt'b-O't"ii'lnt.at.ec', 
edur:!ltlon, 

) Educatil1p; fo~ ce1f-adu!\li11ation, 

) Doosting the :itatun of out.door "duc-tl~n, 
l!'ueir: 1 11rt, ll.nd c,ther cu1 tural a ·xp~1rlC'::c o1~. 

3 fnriurine t!Ja1; vo do r:ot. lo:io 011r pr"~ <· r•~ 
ae.: ')te in !\ttl'r.pte tfl mn ko f1tr1.!Jor 1:;i.inr<, 

s 

E 

T 

SE 

T 

s 

T 

s 
S1l 

s 

s 
s 

SC 

SC 

s 
s 

S! 

SN 

s 

s \.11 ..... 



the needs of students, community, society, economy and government', 

along with 'catering for students who face unemployment' vere the 

only tvo items to be mentioned by half or more of the participants 

during Round Two and (iii) relatively high priority is accorded by 

participants to those items categorised as 'Students' Needs' and 

'School and Community' when the :f':requency of mention of the first 

21 items is considered. 

HOUND THREE RESULTS 

In this round, the new summary list of the respondents' Round Two 

comments, with a total of 42 items, was fed back to the panel. The 

respondents were directed to consider the new summary list and then 

to reconsider and express their opinions about the challenges facing 

school administrators during the remainder of this decade, by 

indicating the relative importance of each 'challenge' item on the 

5-point Likert-type scale provided. The scale was coded as follows: 

Extremely Important ( 5) J Very Important ( 4); Of Some Importance ( 3); 

Of Little Importance (2), and Of No Importance (1) (see Round Three 

in Appendix D) • 
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Following the return of the responses, the Mean and. Standard Deviation 

for each of the 42 items was computed. (For an example, refer to 

Appendix F.) When this was completed, the items were ranked from 

the highest to the lowest Mean, and if items had the same Mean the 

one with the lowest Standard Deviation (i.e. the highest consensus) 

was ranked the highest (see Chapter Two, p. 36). 

Table 10 shows the ranking of the Round Three results according to 

the computation of their Means and Standard Deviations. On almost 

all the items, the Mean was greater than three, thus suggesting that 



Table 101 Round Three Re8Ul ta Wi.th Mean And 5ta.ndard Devi.a.ti.on And Cat•gor1.•• 

Th.a chelleRQ•• fecint ochoel ed•inistseter1 
dutin9 tll• reaai.,drr ;, thie decede •r•• r;;· 
ardor of i•,ortenc•~~ - .._. 

5 - (xtre,.ely rm?Ort•nt 
4 - Ver/ !mport~nt 
3 - So•• Importance 
2 - Little Importance 
1 - No lmportanca 

~ 

1 

2 

3 

4 

- 5 

-5 

7 

8 

9 

10 

-11 

all 

i:i 

u 

15 

16 

17 

18 

, n 

Chall enoea lllld CauP'Or1• 1 () 

l•provino 1teff profesaionel co•petency 
and development through treining, clo••r 
aup•rvi aion &. collegial aupport. ( S) 

Providing relevant end •oeninoful 
· educetion to reflect the needa of &tudcn t s, 
coMaunity, eociety, •cono•y &. govern••nt{S) 

Providino steff with • •an1• of purpose, 
aelf ~orth &. achi~vement.( S) 

Providing e balance between eetiefyino the 
echool ~ co••unity damand1, ond •ointeinino 
fra1Go• for t cechar1 & ad~ini1tratora to 
develop the well-being, initiative & 
cre1livity of •tud1nt •• (sc) 

Teeching atudenta to have flexible 
attitude• & ver1atile 1killa. (SU) 

Developing attitudes for life-lono 
educe ti on.( Sli) 

Developing further tho concept of equel 
educetional opportunity. (i) 

(SN) 
Catering for 1tudenta who face •1n employ•cnt. 

Meeting tho ne1da of i developing greRter 
provi•ion• for, th• oif\~d, th• reluctant 
&. the l••• able atudant1. (s:;) 

Preparing 1tudenta to adept to.new 
technologiea. ( T) 

Tr1inin9 for ed•q~ate end f~lfillin' use 
of lei1ure time. ( Sii') 

Curriculu• review - core & nnr-coro.(S) 

Xulti-rultu:oli~m in coa~un i ty. • chool and 
cl•••roo ... (S) 

Educatin9 for aelf- actualization. ( S!) 

Staff stroaa.(S) 

Copin9 with aocial changea & aoci1l 
preasures. (SC) 

Allowing end providin9 opportunity for 
taeche r •xperiment ation, adaptation, 
rc••erch ~ diecu•1ion.(S) 

En1uring lhat famele atudenta hev1 equality 
of opportunity.(E) 

~ S) 

&!!l ~hnc! ~ rd 
~ion 

4.33 0.6202 

4.27 0.8744 

4.22 0.8'73 

4.04 o. 6077 

4.04 0.8540 

4.04 0 . 8540 

4.04 o. 8979 

4.00 0.6794 

3.89 0,8006 

3.BS 0 .6624 

3.85 o. 7181 

:!.BS o. 7181 

J. 85 O. 86•IO 

3.78 0.97'0 . 
3. 7ol O.SOl7 

3.74 o. 8130 

3.H C.8590 

l.70 0.9533 

" ......... " 

20 ~akin9 the •~et africient Uee of raeource1 
avai.la!>ll. ( T) .. 

21 Dev1lopin9 for• 6 Certificate Cour1aa.(S!) 

22 

23 

24 

Balancin9 the •~ph1ai1 on technolo9y with 
cultural a~areneea . (T) 

Pn>•oting public & political ewer1noea to 
enaure the •alnten1nca &. dovalop~ent of 
ejucation inatitutions.te~} 

Encoure9in9 re~el• staff tu te~• up 
ad•1n i stre !ive joba & en aurin9 that they 
heva equali~y of C?portu~ity.(S) 

( S) 
Coping aith inedequ~ te ~nd incompetent 1tafr. 

3 . 63 

J.59 

J.56 

3.56 

J.56 

J.•e 25 

26 Booetin9 the atetue of outdoor education, 
•ueic, art, and other cultural oxparicncea~S) 

J.44 

27 (~) 
Broadening t he ren~o• of aubjact1 in 1chool. 

28 Copin9 with non-dynemlc/un~otiveted & 
non-profe1aionel ataff .(S) 

29 lhstrictod proMotion proapecta. ( S) 

30 Untrained school edministretora end 
teechin9 atoff.(S) 

ll Bree~in9 tr~ditional hiererchiee of 
reaoonsibiltjes •O •• to provide new 
e•parioncce in the profeasion.(S) 

32 Adopting the computer oa an educational & 
administra t i ve tool. (T) 

33 ~.inteining tho school's function d~apite 
pre•sur1 from various groupo.(SC) 

34 Arous ing perenh' awor.,n 1as of child-care 
r .. pon•ibil i lies.( SC) 

35 Desl in9 with e more informed &. Mora 
critical ccmmunity.(SC) 

36 

37 

3!1 

39 

Achieving leaa bureeucra cy in schoole.(S) 

Re.,oving U.f.(S!:) 

l•~obila end e9in9 aterr.(s) 

E•aminetion-orien teted educetion veraue 
job-orientoted educotion.(::Z) 

3.41 

3 . '1 

3.37 

3.35 

3.33 

3.30 

3.27 

l.26 

J.l!I 

J.15 

3.11 

2.93 

2.92 

.ec (n~ uring 9r~•tei freed~~ or choice in 2.ss 

41 

42 

01at•riela b~i n g us~ d in cl~as. (S) 

(:isuring thet we cfo not l o'" our pre11cnt 2 .e!i 
e os•ta in ettr.~pts to mske further g eins{ s) 

Cooi~~ with th~ prr~~'•re ' to be ~or 1 ? ~ 7 

0.7917 

0.9306 

0.9740 

1.0500 

l.0860 

0.7530 

o.e473 

0.8984 

1. 0099 

0.7917 

1. 0175 

1.1094 

0.1753 

0.8744 

0.9Hl 

n.H94 

l. 0635 

1. 2195 

o.6752 

O. 79H 

o. 9519 

VI 
0.8640 

n ""'~' 



at least some importance was attributed by the respondents to each 

of the challenges listed. Moreover, the Standard Deviation 

calculations indicated that on most of the items there was tight 

consensus of opinion. Using the six general categories of items 

derived :r.rom the Round Two analysis, it can be seen from Table 10 

that items relating to the 'Staffing Practices and Issues' occupied 

the top three rankings, and that four challenges categorised as 

'Students' Needs' appeared within the first 10 highest ranked items. 

On closer scrutiny, it seems logical that the challenge of 

'improving staff professional competency and development through 

training, closer supervision and collegial support' was ranked 

highest because without the competency of school administrative 

staff, most of the challenges listed, such as the provision of 

relevant and meaning:f"ul education, the inculcation of flexible 

attitudes and versatile skills in students, the preparation of 

students for new technologies, and so on, could not be met. 

Generally, the trend which is most evident in Table 10 relates 

to the importance of school administrative staff improving their 

professional competency so as to meet more effectively the needs 

of the students as individuals, as mem~ers of society, and the 

demands of the community and society. This trend concurs with 

that postulated by Renwick ( 1983) who also suggests that 

one of the most important challenges facing school administrators 

is the issue of school administrative staff professional competency. 

In a recent publication, Renwick stresses the need for school 

administrators to be professionally assessed so they can know their 

O'Wll level of competency and improve on it. He also comments that 

in this and the following decades, the issue of accountability will 

very much be related to professional competency amongst school 
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administrators. 

These sentiments have also been expressed by Culbertson, who has 

been Executive Director of the University Council for Educational 

Administration ( UCEA) for the past 22 years. In a recent interview 

( see Podemski, 1982) Culbertson outlined what he felt were the 

:future challenges facing school administrators and, in summary form, 

he listed the following: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

In the recruitment and selection of educational administrative 
staff, there will be a pressing challenge to seek and attract 
the very best of societal leaders in education. Therefore 
educational administrators will need to improve their 
professional competency as they will be viewed in terms 
of their specific skills and vision of the :future. 

During the 19 50s and 1960s, there was a great need of various 
school staff as the number of schools and educational 
institutions grew. In the 1970s, there vas a shift to 
fewer students. Therefore educational administrators 
need to be able to cope with 'the management of decline'. 

Administrative staff need skill in anticipation and 
management of the future. 

There is a decrease in resources, thus leading to an 
increased competition of resources. 

Accountability to parents and the community. 

Increased need for computer literacy. 

The need to devel op better balance between and among 
purposes, programs and administrative processes. 

Competition between the private and the public schools. 

The needs for greater interpersonal and political skills 
and an ability to a.rticulate the purposes of e ducation 
during periods of ferment and change. 

The general concurrence between Culbertson's challenges and those 

listed in Table 10 lend support to the outcomes derived from this 

Delphi study. 
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CONCLUSION 

In this chapter the results from each of the three rounds of this 

Delphi study have been outlined and discussed. The major categories 

of items, along with information on the items' frequency of mention, 

and their eventual ranking of importance, have been the focus of 

attention. Overall, items relating to 'Staffing Practices and 

Issues' were most prominent amongst the challenges facing school 

administrators during the remainder of this decade, with the most 

important challenge being to 'improve staff professional competency 

and development through training, closer supervision and collegial 

support'. 

The final chapter of this thesis will discuss the potential of the 

Delphi Technique for school administrators. 
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CHAPTER roUR 

THE POTENTIAL OF THE DELPHI TECIDIT QUE 



INTRODUCTION 

In Chapter One of this thesis discussion centred on the Delphi 

Technique - the technique's history and development, its process 

and cha.racterietics, its advantages and disadvantages, variations 

and general applications of Delphi, plus its specific uses in 

education. The chapter concluded with the rationale and objectives 

for the present study. These objectives were: 

a) to ascertain the challenges facing school administrators 

du.ring the remainder of this decade, using the Delphi 

Technique, and 

b) to .evaluate the potential of the Delphi Technique for 

school administrators. 

Chapter Tvo presented the research design of the project. Here, 

discussion focused on the framevork, the selection of the sample, 

the specific Delphi procedure used, and the follow-up evaluation. 

Chapter Three presented the results obtained from the three roturls 

of this Delphi exercise and this was followed by the analysis and 

discussion of these results. 

This final chapter will present the results of the follow-up 

evaluation and, in so doing, will explore the potential of the 

Delphi Technique for school administrators. Methodological issues 

relating to Delphi that emerged du.ring this investigation will be 

discussed in this chapter. These issues a.re: the selection of 

the paneli the character of Bound OneJ the editing of the roundsJ 

the timing of each round; the group consensus, and the administra

tive burden on the controller of a Delphi study. 



THE FOLLOlr.'-uP EVALUATION AND RESULTS 

For the follow-up evaluation, the 27 respondents 'Who returned Round 

Three questionnaires were sent a covering letter, a summary analysis 

of Round Three results, and a Follov-Up Evaluation Questionnaire 

(see ~ppendix E). In the light of the respondents' experience in 

the first three rounds of this Delphi project and the feedback 

information, they were asked to respond briefly to six open-ended 

questions. Twenty ( 7 4.1%) respondents returned their completed 

questionnaires. The results and analysis to each question a.re 

shown below and, in several instances, reference is made to items 

and rankings in Table 10, on page 53. 

Question 11 To what degree do you concur with these results? 

Eighteen ( 90%) respondents commented that they concurred completely 

or to a large extent vi th the group's responses. Some of their 

comments were: 

"I agree with the results; they reflect 
my 01'Il priori ties vi th few exceptions." 

"I agree vith most of the results." 

"High to medium degree of agreement." 

On the basis of these types of comments it would seem that the 

Delphi Technique did act as a consensus-generating tool in this 

project, thus confirming the conclusion made by both Helmer (1966) 

and Uhl ( 1971) that convergence of opinion occurs in most cases 

when the Delphi Technique is employed. 

Nevertheless, of those respondents who were generally in agreement 

vith the group's consensus, three questioned whether the high rank

ing of i tam No. 1, in Table -10 - "Improving staff' professional 

competency and development through training, closer supervision 
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and collegial eupport" - might have been influenced by the emphasis 

placed upon the concept of 'Instructional Leadership' in their 

current Diploma of Educational Administration course. These three 

respondents briefly elaborated on their views: 

"We have probably rated item No. 1 first 
because of our studies in Diploma of 
Educational Administration." 

"I agree very largely with the reeul ts 
except for No. 1 which I feel is an 
artificial result engendered by the 
heavy propsganda for instr~ctional 
leadership currently being studied 
by members of the group." 

"I concur with the results but did not 
realise that instructional leadership 
would appear so strong." 

Six respondents also questioned the ranking priority of a few lowly 

rated items. They commented that generally they did agree with the 

items at the top end of the ranking but felt other items deserved 

higher ranks. 

In summary, responses to the first question of the Follow-Up 

Evaluation seemed to indicate a general agreement on the Round 

Three listing and ranking of challenges facing school ad.minis-

trators during the remainder of this decade, although this 

evaluation did show that a m:iii-ority of participants questioned 

the ranking o'f a few items. 

Question 2: To what extent have your views about the future 

challenges 'facing school adminietrs.tors changed 

during the course o'f this study? 

All the respondents maintained that during this study their views 

concerning the :f'Uture challenges 'facing school administrators had 

probably changed very little. However, 12 of them admitted that 
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the group's euremary feedback of information did broaden their 

perspective to accommodate others' viewpoints and priorities. 

Below are some examples of their comments in response to the 

above questions 

"M.r views have changed very little, 
although the feedback has made ~e more 
aware of the priori ties of others." 

"My views have not altered considerably 
although I may have incorporated some 
of the group's views into my own." 

"No general change to my views though 
they broadened because of feedback." 

"My views have broadened through being 
exposed to the ideas of a larger group." 

These comments corroborate, to some erlent, the findings of 

McGaw et al. (1976) and Dalkey (1969), that the pooling of 

opinions through Delphi does broaden the range of views avail-

able to respondents. 

Question 3s As a participant, what were the main problems you 

faced in responding to the three questionnaires? 

Only tvo (10%) panel members stated that they had no problems at all. 

The remainder admitted facing some problems and their reasons for 

this can be grouped into four categories. The first category 

consisted of two respondents who had problems in Round One. One 

commented that he did not know hoa much to say in the first round, 

and the other found Round One overly demanding and suggested that 

repha.eing the question with more specific instructions m~ have 

assisted. 

Four other participants found it difficult either (i) to decipher 

subtle differences in the meanings and implications of some it.ems, 
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(ii) to ma.ke concise statements, or (iii) to aseess the relative 

importance of every item. Moreover, it was pointed out by one of 

these participants that because some of the ite~e seemed to over-

lap, it was difficult to 'dissect' them into succinct statements 

and to evaluate their relative importance. 

The third group, comprising four respondents, thought that time 

pressure was their main problem when responding to the three 

questionnaires. The following comment reflects this: 

"The problem was getting time to read 
the questionnaires and then trying to 
post them back on time." 

And the fourth category of problems, incorporating the views of 

seven participants, incicated that involvement in the administra

tion of their own schools had na.rrowed their views concerning the 

challenges facing school administrators in general. As a result, 

they found dif:ficul ties in finalising their responses vhen pre-

sented with the wide range of the group's opinions. For instance: 

"I had a problem in enSUl'ing that I gained 
adequate understanding and realisation of 
problems facing areas of education other 
than those in which I work and, therefore, 
responding from an 'equivalent' base of 
knovled8e and concern." 

In summary, the four problematic areas the participants found in 

responding to the three questionnaires vere: (i) the imprecision 

of the first . round; (ii) the subtle differences in the meanings 
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and implications of items; (iii) the interval between questionnairesi 

and (iv) the diversity of the group's opinions. 



Question 41 From your participation in this study, what do you 

see as some of the advantages and disadvantages of 

the Delphi Technique? 

As the participants worked through the three rounds of this Delphi 

project it was felt they would note some of the advantages and 

disadvantages of the Delphi Technique. Table 11, on the following 

page, shows the 'pros' and 'cone' they listed. 

Many of the advantages outlined by participants confirm the claims 

of earlier studies relating to the advantages of the Delphi 

Technique. For ex.ample, advantage Nos. 2, 6 and 11 concerning 

the achievement of consensus add :further confirmation to Helmer's 

( 1966) and Uhl's ( 1971) conclusionsthat convergence of opinion on 

the solution of a particular problem is one of the resultant bene

fits from using the Delphi Technique. 

Those advantages relating to controlled feedback of information 

(Nos. 3, 4 and 15) seem to strengthen the claims of Dalkey ( 1969) 

that feedback procedures enhance the accuracy of a group of people's 

views, opinions and estimates. It was Dalkey ( 1963) who also stated 

that the Delphi Technique avoids many of the disadvantages common 

with people communicating as a group in face-to-face interaction. 

Advantage Noe. 1 and 12 suggest that with the application of Delphi, 

a wide range of opinions could be elicited from a group of people 

from a wide geographical area without them meeting. The implica

tion here is that, for school administrators, this may avoid some 

of the inconveniences of face-to-face meetings (see No. 5) and 

perhaps give more credence and legitimacy to the views of 

in°dividuals (see Nos. 13 and 14). 

When considering the disadvantages of Delphi listed in Table 11 it 
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Table 11z The 'Pros' .l.nd 'Cons' Of Delphi As Noted By The Panel 

Adv a."l t&ge 8 

1) Exposed to a wide range 
of ideas :from a vide 
geographical area. 

2) Not very time-consuming, 
can focus on important 
consensus quickly. 

3) Opportunity for all views 
as there is the possibility 
of a.mending responses with 
more feedback information. 

4) The depth of responses 
increased at different 
levels of confirmation 
through 'feedbacks. 

5) Avoid interpersonal conflict 
of meeting. 

6) Crystallises or identifies 
areas o'f major concern. 

7) A sense of development. 

8 ) Unbiased and freedom of 
opinion in the first round. 

Disadvant ages 

1) Large responses --specific to 
non-specific. Some items are 
very general, vague, idealist ic 
and overlapping, therefore 
difficult in ranking task. 

2) Time-consuming and therefore 
needs more time allowance. 

3) Large range of responses~your 
ideas covered by others. 

4) The frequency with which the 
questionnaires appear tends to 
become a little irri ta.ting. 

5) Danger of conforming to 
group's ideas. 

6) Strong individually-held views 
are watered down by group's size. 

7) Open to manipulation possibly 
by those running the te chnique 
to get the results t hey want. 

8 ) Need some understanding of 
the aims of survey. 

9) Good way of canvassing 9) Isolation of responden ts. 
opinions which disallow 
prompting or consultation 
beforehand (anonymous response). 

10) Useful tool 'for gaining 10) Fail e to provide real consensus. 
a perspective of how 
administra. tors view their 
futures and problems in the 
educational system. 

11) Useful process for 
achieving consensus on 
priori ties. 

12) Get opinions of a group 
without meeting. 

13) An element of taking 
increased responsibility 
for one's responses. 

14) One's concerns are 
legitimised f'urther. 

15) Probably pretty reliable 
because of repetitions 

11) Not sure how final consensus 
arrived at statistically. 

12) Researcher might not have 
interpreted your meaning as you 
intended, rephrasing responses 
can alter their underlying 
meaning and implications. 

13) List is too long , not enough 
refinement. 

14) Tend to be black and white, 
no Shades of grey. 

15) No record of what was sent off. 

16) Narrow selection of subjects. 



is important to realise that some of these might not be disadvan

tages per se. For exal!lple, disadvantage No. 3 refers to a com:non 

occurrence in Delp~i studies because consensus implies that a 

participant's responses may be covered by others. The loss of 

the individuality of the response when consen~~s is being reached 

is probably being hinted at in this particular cri tioism. Dis

advantage No. 9, which refers to tbe isolation of the respondents, 

is, in fact, often necessary in Delphi studies to ensure tha.t 

anonymous, independent responses are received from participants. 

On closer examination, disadva..~tage Nos. 8 and 11 are not related 

to the Delphi Technique itself but, rather, seem to identify 

shortcomings in administering the present study. 

Other disadvantages listed in Table 11 can be grouped into methodol

ogical concerns. For instance, Nos. 2 and 4 are related to the 

pressure of ti.me which sometimes can be easily eliminated by setting 

a longer time interval between questionnaires. Disadvantage No. 7 

speculates about the unethical procedure of manipulating research 

to obtain desired outcomes, and this may be no more common with 

Delphi than with any other research technique. The subjectiveness 

of editing responses between rounds, indicated in Nos. 12 and 13, 

is a more acute problem in Delphi studies and is discussed later -- · 

in this chapter. 

Question 5: Prior to this study, have you ever participated in 

a Delphi Investigation? 

All the participants who responded to this question stated that 

they had never participated in any Delphi Investigation before. 

This finding strengthens Schrouck' e ( 1977) and Johnston' a ( · ~981) 

observations that the use of Delphi by school administrators 
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is still in its infancy. 

Question 6: General comments. 

Five respondents made no f'urther comments in the evaluation 

questionnaire. However, 11 participants expressed their apprecia-

tion of being invited to cooperate in this study because the 

'challenges' facing school administrators were a major concern 

to them. Below are some of their comments: 

"I vae happy to help. It was interesting 
to see the results; to see vhat other 
people thought. It made me think about 
vhat was important. It provided a good 
'working liet' if I ever get to be an 
administrator with some influence." 

"It has been really interesting to think 
about challenges from my point of view, 
to see a'hat others think and their new 
points of view, to have my po in ts re
iterated by others and feel I am not 
alone in my concerns." 

"I was glad to cooperate as it is very 
interesting to relate my priorities to 
other administration people." 

Indeed, coming through these and the other comcents was the view 

that this Delphi study provided a motivating environment for the 

participants to consider the challenges confronting school admin-

istrators, and the relatively low attrition rate during the three 

rounds partly reinforces this. It can be seen from Table 12 that 

only six of the original 33 participants dropped out. 

Table 12: The Attrition Rates For The SamEle 

Questionnaires Total No. &: % No. &: % of No. &: % of 

of participants Returned Responses Dropouts 

Round On~ 33 ( 100%) 30 (90.9%) 3 ( 9 .1%) 

Round Two 30 ( 1oo%) 29 ( 96. 1%) 1 ( 3. 3%) 

Round Three 29 ( 100%) 27 ( 9 3.1%) 2 ( 6.9%) 
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Other g~neral comments reiterate~ remarks which some respond.ante 

mentioned in response to previous questions. For instance, the 

overlap between some of the challenges was mentioned by one 

participant. And another questioned the underlying meanings and 

implications of some of the items. 

In summary, this discussion of the Follow-Up Evaluation has 

shOll'"!l tha. t: 

1) Ninety per cent of the respondents concurred with the 

outcomes from Round Three. 

2) All the participants maintained that during the course 

of this study their vie~e about the :future 'challenges' 

facing school administrators probably changed very little, 

although some participants indicated that their perspec

tives had broadened by their involvement. 

3) The four problematic areas they faced in responding to 

the three rounds of questionnaires were: the imprecision 

of the first roundJ the subtle differences in meanings 

and implications of some itemBJ the short time-interval 

between the questionnaires, and the diversity of the 

group's opinions. 

4) The panel identified a number of advantages and disad

vantages in the Delphi Technique, as applied in this 

study, al though 1 t was noted that several of the disad

vantages did not relate to the technique per se. 

5) lione of the respondents had participated in any Delphi 

Investigation before this study. 

6) The lov attrition rate amongst the respondents possibly 

ref'lected the increasing' commitment they developed towards 

the study as each successive round progressed. 
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Overall, the tenor of the responcents' comments in this Follow-Up 

Evaluation indicated general support for the Delphi Technique as 

a potentially viable tool for school administrators. In order to 

f'urther evaluate the usefulness of the Technique for school admin

istrators, a discussion of the major methodological issues to 

emerge during this study will now follow. 

THE SIGNIFICANT METHOIOLOCICAL ISSUES 

During the course of this study several methodological issues arose. 

These related to the selection of the panelJ the character of Round 

OneJ the editing of the roundsJ the timing of rotmdSJ the group's 

consensus, and the procedures involved in the administration of the 

Delphi Technique. 

The Selection of the Panel 
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In any Delphi study the selection of a panel becomes a crucial 

methodological issue. Some Delphi investigations have selected 

panels of up to 1000 r~spondent~ in order to avoid what Judd (1972) 

refers to as the hazard of creating 'inbreeding', i.e. eelecting 

people who would reflect a singular set of judgements on a partic~lar 

issue or problem. However, Cyphert and Gant ( 1970) reported that 

associated with the selection of a large number of participants 

for a Delphi study is the attendant problem of attrition and, in 

turn, the remaining active participants not being broadly repres

entative ot the larger puble that was sought. McGaw et al. (1976) 

also point out the problem of excessive administrative work in

volved Yi.th Delphi _studies utilising extremely large samples ot 

respondents. 



Keepin~ in mind the above cautions about the use of large panels 

of respondente, both the objectives of this study dictated the 

selection of a sample comprising persons of experience and with 

a knowledge of current events in school administration in New 

Zealand. Thie consideration, along with the fact that this pro

ject was to be undertaken by one investigator, vho lacked the 

finance, facilities and time to carry out an investigation using 

large numbers of respondents, necessitated the selection of a 

relatively small group of 40 New Zealand school administrators 

as the sample for the study. 

Although this sample was statistically small, its members came 

from a wide geographical area of the North and South Islands of 

New Zealand and held various administrative positions at dif:feren t 

levels of the school system. The participants consisted of both 

males and fe?:lales whose ages ranged from 25 to 56. However, while 

the sample did seem to provide a representative cross-section of 

school administrators, caution should be attached to generalising 

the outcomes beyond the sample used. 

The Character of Round One 

The issue involving the char.a.cter of Round One focuses on whether 

to use closed:-ended statements or an open-ended approach 1n asking 

the panel to respond to the problem under investigation. In the 

close1-ended approach, participants usually choose their responses 

from a list of preps.red statements, or they complete partly

structured phrases. Uhl ( 1971) and Peterson ( 1971) found that the 

closed-ended approach has the advantage of saving time since Round 

.. one responses do not have t~ be collated or edited. Neverthelass, 

a disadvantage of the closed-ended approach is the likelihood of 

omitting important statements and limiting the participants' freedom 
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in responding to the problem. 

An open-ended approach was used in Round One of this Delphi exer-

cise be~ause it: 

1) enabled a large range of opinions on the issue being 
explored to be elicited; 

2) provided participants vith the freedom to respond to 
the problem; and 

3) avoided any bias towards a structured consensus. 

Generally, mos-t participants had few problems in responding to 

this open-ended Round One, with only one respondent reporting that 

this first round. vas demanding, and another commenting that there 

was uncertainty about how many responses were required. In this 

study, then, the open-ended approach was adjudged to be the most 

appropriate far Bound One, although methodological problems in-

valving the editing of responses did arise. 

The EditinR: of Rounds 

The choice of a.n open-ended format in Round One necessitated the 

editing of returns, vhich were often handwritten. In this case, 

the magnitude of the editing process following an open-ended first 

round was much greater than realised. Judd ( 1972, p.183) aptly 

states the dilemma facing the Delphi editors: 

"The situation is not unlike the problem 
of whether to use a butcher knife or a 
scalpel in trimming the responses to a 
portion that can be served up in Round 
Two." 

Using the editing procedure adopted in Rounds One and Two of this 

study (see Chapter Two), the investigator found the process trying 

and tiring. For instance, in Round One, the investigator had to 

edit 136 statements. It took a total of 38 hours to arrive at the 
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summary list of 34 items, and while every attempt was made to be 

systematic in this editing process it could be regarded as being 

highly subjective. 

Given resources and facilities, the fatigue problem and the sub

jective nature in editing Delp~i replies can be overcome. For 

instance, Huckfeldt (1972) suggested that editing should be 

undertaken by a professional staff possessing expertise in 

la.~guage and communication. To avoid fatigue, says Huckfeldt, 

they should have secretarial backup and the necessary technical 

equipment (e.g. computers) for screening and coding responses. 

Moreover, according to Huckfeldt, there should be 'quality con

trol checks' to test the level of agreement amongst the editing 

eta.ff. 

The Timing of Rounds 

There is little research data on the effect of the duration of the 

time-interval between the rounds in Delphi studies, or the time 

given respondents to complete each round. However, in this present 

study it was found that the length of the time-interval is an 

important methodological consideration. In all the rounds, most 

of the respondents returned their completed questionnaires within 

the stipulated time. Nevertheless, in the Follow-Up Evaluation 

it was revealed that two-thirds of the panel found 'the time 

pressure' a main problem in this exercise. 

However, it was realised from the Follow-Up Evaluation that more 

cognisance should have been taken of the hectic schedules of some 

of the participants and allowances ma.de accordingly concerning 

their returns. 
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The Group's Consensus 

One of the most crucial issues relating to the use of the Delphi 

Technique is whether the final consensus is genuine or specious. 

Specious consensus, according to Welty ( 1970), Sandow ( 1971), 

and Sackman ( 1974), usually occurs when respondents 

are fed back statistical summaries of the group response in the 

second round, thus forcing them to converge towards the median 

response in the second and subsequent rounds. In the present 

study, however, statistical feedback of the group's responses 

did not occur until the study was completed. Moreover, data from 

the Follow-Up Evaluation seemed to suggest that the consensus of 

opinion on the challenges facing school administrators was authentic 

rather than specious. 

The Administration of the Delphi Technique 

In the application of the Delphi Technique there is the reported 

danger that those in charge can administer the technique to obtain 

the desired results. This issue, which was mentioned in the Follow

Up Evaluation, is discussed by Welty ( 1971, p.377) who claims that: 

"The Delphi manager may deliberately mis
represent the outcome of one Delphi round 
to the participating expert in the next 
round, in an attempt to influence the 
outcome of the entire exercise." 

In this Delphi study the use of an open-Ended first round and 

returning both the respondents' ow replies and the summaries 

of the group response during successive rounds ~ould have acted 

against any deliberate attempts to misrepresent the outcomes. 

Furthermore, the non statistical feedback of information for Bounds 

Two and Three did n9t provide the participants with any median 

answer, specious or otherwise, to converge towards. 
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~ethodologically, the issue ra1eed by Welty about the Delphi 

investigator being able to influence the outcoree of an exercise 

raises some interesting questions about the feedback of informa

tion during the rounds and, in particular, about the effects of 

feeding back false or misleading data. Further studies to deter

mine whether respondents are susceptible to such deception are 

re coll!mended. 

So far in this chapter, the results of the Follow-Up Evaluation 

and methodological issues concerning Delphi have been discussed. 

In the final part of this chapter the potential of the Delphi 

Technique for school administrators will be considered briefly. 

THE POTENTIAL OF THE DELPHI TECHNIQUE FOR SCHOOL ADDNISTRATORS 

In school administration, goals and decisions are often based on 

opinions and beliefs and, because of this, it seems important that 

school administrators have access to reliable research tools to 

help thet:l tap these opinions and beliefs, especially in relation 

to issues where there is likely to be a lack of consensus. 

Although many school administrators are already familiar with 

conventional methods of information-gathering (e.g. one-shot 

surveys), it is likely they will turn to new and innovative 

techniques, such as the Delphi Technique, 

On the basis of this study, school administrators may find a 

number of advantages in using the Delphi Technique. The technique 

can generate consensus an issues where there is a lack of agree-

, ment. It can elicit opini~ns from a group of people without them 

having to meet face-to-face. Due to this anonymity, respondents 
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have an equal opportWlity to affect decision~akine because group 

pressure to conform and the influence of dominant individuals is 

minimised. Moreover, the reiterative nature of the technjque, 

where respondents can reconsider their previous opinions, acts 

against the hasty formulations of preconceived notions. And, 

with the application of Delphi, respondent attrition rates a.re 

often low. 

At the eame time, however, the users of Delphi should be cautioned 

about possible disadvant.ages of the technique which have been 

identified in this study. These include: the editing of open-

ended responses where the magnitude of the editing process can 

be demanding; the ti.ming of the rounds, which can impose undue 

constraints on respondents; and the administrative burden that 

an investigator may have to cope with in carrying ou.t a Delphi 

study. 

Overall, Delphi does appear to be a potentially viable tool for 

school administrators and, in particular, it may be useful to 

them in areas such as curriculum planning, developing goal e and 

objectives, and arriving at consensus on budgeting allocations. 

CONCLUSION 

From the results of the present study, and on the basis of other 

Delphi investigations, the Delphi Technique can be recommended as 

a. tool for school administrators. However, as Pill (1971) has 

pointed out the value of Delphi will be enhanced when it is used . , 
alongside other conventional tools which are constantly utilised 

to solve the wide range of problems which inevitably confront 

sohool administrators. 
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CONCLUSION 

Thie study has investigated an application of the Delphi Technique 

in school administration with a view to evaluating its potential 

for school administrators. 

The results :rrom the three rounds of questionnaires indicated that 

consensus amongst the sample of respondents was achieved in relation 

to challenges :facing school administrs.tors during the remainder of 

this decade. In particular, 'Staffing Practices and Issues' was the 

most prominent category of challenges listed by the respondents, with 

the need to "improve staff professional competency and development 

through training, closer supervision and collegial support" being 

ranked as the most important of .all the challenges. 

In the Follow-Up Evaluation, most of the participants indicated 

general support :for the Delphi Technique as a potentially viable 

tool for school administrators. This same conclusion was arrived 

at after considering the significant methodological· issues concerning 

Delphi that arose during the course of this study. 

Overall, the findings from this stuey- seem to confirm some of the 

reported advantages Delphi has over round-table discussions and 

face-to-face meetings. The response anonymity feature appeared to 

allow respondents freedom to define, reconsider and refine their 

opinions without fear of causing con:rrontation or having to conform 

to the opinions of others. Moreover, the low attrition rate, which 

has also been reported in other studies, suggests participants 

develop enthusiasm and commitment in a. Delphi project. 

Although Delphi still remains virtually 'lmknO'Wil amongst school 

administrators, it can be suggestea; ·on the basis of this study, 

that it may be a potentially useful tool to help generate consensus 

of' opinion, particularly where there is lack of agreement, such as 

in defining goals and objectives, and in developing budgeting 

priorities. 
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THE LOCATION OF PARTICIPANTS 

( 1 )Darfield ic JA ri et church(~} 

eston( 1) 

Keys 
x - city or town 

() - No. of participants 
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APPENDIX :B 

:OOUND on LE'l'TER .AND QUESTIONNAIRE 



Massey University 

Dear Colleague, 

TELEl ' HO!\ES. o9 079. c9 089. 6'- (•\H 

Education Department 

18 May 1984 

It was a great pleasure meeting you during the Vacation Course. 
Thank you very much tor volunteering to participate in my research 
project. 

This project will employ the Delphi Technique to elicit your opinions 
concerning the challenges facing school administrators during the 
remainder of this decade. 

The Delphi used here involves four rounds of questionnaires. The 
first questionnaire is attached to this letter. The second, third 
and fourth questionnaires will be based on information gathered 
from the previous rounds. :Because of this process, it is important 
that ,-ou return promptl7 ;rour response to each round. It would be 
most convenient, therefore, if I could receive your response to 
Bound One b7 25 May. Round Two should be in ,-our hands by about 
5 J'une. 

I would like to emphasise again that your identity and opinions in 
this study will be treated as strictl;r confidential. 

It ,-ou have &nJ" queries, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
Thank ,-ou once again for your cooperation and participation in 
this study. 

Yours sincerel7, 

Miss Heidi Lee, 
Postgraduate Student in Education, 
Massey Universitz 

Enclosedi Round One Questionnaire. 
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IDU!rn om: 

Pl.eaee indicate ;rour name and the forwarding address for the next 
rotmd. 

ADDRESS 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

THE PID BLEM 

What do ;rou see as the challenges facing school administrators 

during the remainder of this decade? Please list below ;rour 

response( a) to this question. 
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APPENDIX C 

IDtlND TWO LETTE.R, QUESTIONNAIRE AND romrn 
ONE SID4MA.RY LI ST 
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Massey University 

Dear Colleague, 

Education Department 

5 June 1984 

Re: Delphi Stuc!y (Heidi Lee) 

Thank you veey much tor returning Rotllld One. Tour responses were 
veey interesting and much appreciated. 

Enclosed is Round Two ot this stud;r, including a stamped-reply 
envelope. I would be grateful it you could return your responses 
to Round Two promptl;r. It I could receive your Round Two responses 
b7 12 June, then Round Three should be in your hands by about 19 
June. 

Do feel free to contact me if there are ~ queries. Thank you 
a.gain for your cooperation and participation in this stud;r. 

Tours sincerely, 

Miss Heidi Lee, 
, Postgraduate Student in Education, 

Massez Universitz 

Enclosed: Romid Two Questionnaire and Round One Summary List 
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ROUND TWO 

Please indicate your name and the forwarding address for the next 
round. 

ADDRESS 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

THE PROBLEM 

In Round One, you were requested for your opinions on what do you 

see as the challenges facing school administrators during the 

remainder of this decade. Attached are your expressed vievs for 

Round One, and also a summary liet of all the comments which you 

and your fellov participants in this study have made. 

Keeping in mind all the comments you and your colleagues ha.ve 

made, please compile a short list of concise statements relating 

to what zou see ae the challenges facing school administrators 

during the remainder of this decade. You may wish to choose key 

statements from the summary list. You can also add to, delete 

from, modify or summarise the comments you gave in Round One. 

· - I would be grateful if you could promptly return your Round One 

responses, with your opinions to this round, in the provided 

stamped-reply envelope. 



A SU1B::ARY LIST OF THE RESPONDENTS' ROUND ONE C01ll1TTS 

The challenges feeing school administrators during the remainder of 
this decade are:-

1) Catering for students who face unemployment. 

2) Training for adequate and fulfilling use of leisure time. 

3) Curriculum review - core and non-core. 

4) Broadening the range of subjects in school. 

5) Teaching students to have flexible attitudes and versatile skills. 

6) Ensuring greater· freedom of choice in materials being used in class. 

7) Providing relevant and meaningful education to reflect the needs 
of students, community, society, economy and government. 

B) falling rolls end management of contraction. 

9) Developing further the concept of equal educational opportunity. 

10) Multi-culturelism in community, school end classroom. 

11) Immobile and aging staff. 

12) Staff stress. 

13) Untrained school administrators and teaching staff, 

14) Improving staff professional competency through further training, 
closer supervision end collegial support. 

15) Providing staff with a sense of purpose and self worth. 

16) Coping with non-dynamic and non-professional staff. 

17) Allowing and providing opportunity for teacher experimentation, 
adaptation, research and discussion. 

18) Breaking traditional hierachies of responsibilities to provide new 
experiences in the profession. 

19) Achieving less bureaucracy in schools. 

20) Arousing parents' awareness of child-care responsibilities. 

21) Dealing with a more informed and more critical community. 

22) Adopting the computer es en educational and administrative tool. 

23) Coping with the conflict in producing scientific-technologically 
able students versus culturally aware students. 

24) Making the most efficient use of resources available. 

25) Removing U.E. 

26) Developing form Six Certificate Courses. 

27) Promoting public end political awareness to ensure the maintenance 
and development of educational institutions. 

28) Maintaining school's function despite pressures from various groups. 

29) Coping with social changes and social pressures. 

JO) Developing attitudes for life-long education. 

31) Meeting the needs of the gifted end less able students. 

32) Coping with pressure to be more accountable to Beards of Governors. 

33) Ensuring that female students and female staff have equality of 
opportunity. 

34) Making students aware of the place of Christainity in an increasing 
secular society. 
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Massey University 

Dear Colleague, 

Education Department 

25 June 1984 

Re: Delphi Study (Heidi Lee) 

Thank you very much for returning Round Two of this Delphi Study. 
Your responses again were very interesting and much appreciated. 

Enclosed is the final round together with a stamped-reply 
envelope. I would be grateful if you could return your responses 
to Round Three by 2 July. 

'When your responses are returned, I will analyse the data and 
send you a copy of the results for your comments with regards 
to this study. 

I wish to express my sincere appreciation for your time and 
assistance in this project. 

If you have ~ queries, please feel free to contact me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Miss Heidi Lee, 
Postgraduate Student in Education, 
Massey University 

Enclosed: Round Three Questionnaire and Round Two Summary List 
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ROUND THREE 

Please indicate :.rour name and the forwarding addreee for the n•rl 
round. 

ADDRESS 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

THE PROBLEM 

In Round Two of this stu~ :.rou vere asked to reconsider your Round 

One reeponses, in the light of' your colleagues' comments, and to 

compile a short list of concise statements relating to what :.rou 

see as the challenges facing school administrators during the 

remainder of this decade. Attached is a summary list of all the 

Round Two responses from :,rou and your colleagues. 

In this round, :,rou are asked to consider the list of challenges 

on the :following pages, and to express your opinions b:,r indicating 

the relative importance of each item in relation to the challenges 

facing school administrators during the remainder of this decade. 
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ROUND THREE QUESTIONNAIRE 
'l•••• ••Pr•u your opinion by lndic•tin9, i:.lth the sc-19 provided. th• 
nlatJ.ve i"'portancs of ••ch J.te111 in r•letJ.on to th• chdl•nv•• hcln9 
tehool ed1111lnl•tr•tora durltUJ the ta••lnder of thl• d•cadat-

~ 

11 Cehrln9 for etudent• who fee• 
una1111ploy•ent. 

!I Trdttitt9 for adequate and 
fulfl1Htt9 UH of lehun ti•• · 

3) r.iUn9 roll• and ... na9e,.ant of 
contract ton. 

•) Currlculu• r•viaw - core and 
non-core. 

5) lroedenin9 the un9e of eubj.ch 
in school. 

'I h•thln9 1h1d•nh to h•v• 
flulbh attitude• &. v•rutlh 
1'cllh. 

1) Cn•urln9 gn•hr ruado• or 
cholea ln 111ahrial1 bdtt9 uud 
in cl•••• 

I) 

" 

'ro..-ldin9 rela..-ant and ••anlru~ful 
education to reflect th• ne1d• or 
atud•nt•. co••unl ty . society. 
scono"'y al"ld 9ovarn1111ant. 

Developln9 further the concept 
or equal educational opportunity: 

10) Multi-cul tuuU •• ln co••unl ty . 
school and cla1eroo1111. 

11) l1111•oblh •nd •9in9 1tarr. 

12) Sta" 1tuss. 
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A SUlil1:ARY LIST OF THE RESPONDENTS' ROUND TWO C01!1.:ENTS 

The ch•llenges f•cing school administr•tors durin9 the remainder of 
this dec•de are1-

l) Catering for student• who face unemployment. 

2) Training for adequ•te and fulfilling us• of leisure time. 

3) Curriculu~ review - core and non-core. 

4) Broadening the range of subjects in school. 

5) Teaching students to have flexible attitudes end versatile skills. 

6) Ensuring greater freedom of choice in material• being used in cl•ss. 

7) Providing relevant and meaningful education to reflect the needs of 
students, community, society, economy and government. 

8) falling rolls end management of contraction. 

9) Developing further the concept of equal educational opportunity. 

10) Multi-culturalism in community, school and cla&sroc~. 

llJ Immobile and aging staff. 

12) Steff stress. 

13) Coping with inadequate end incompetent staff. 

14) Improving staff professional competency through tr•ining. 

15) Untrained school administrators and teaching st•ff. 

16) Providing staff with a &enae of purpose, self worth and achievement. 

17) Coping with non-dynamic/unmotivated and non-professional staff. 

18) Allowing and providing opportunity for teacher experimentation 
adaptation, research end discussion. 

19) Providing a balance between satisfying the school and community 
demands and maintaining freedom for teachers and administrators to 
develop the well-being, initiative and creativity of students. 

20) Breaking traditional hierarchies of responsibilities to provide new 
experiences in the profession. 

21) Restricted promotion prospects. 

22) Achieving less bureaucracy in schools. 

23) Arousing parents' awareness of child-care responsibilities. 

24) Dealing with a more informed end more critical community. 

25) Preparing students to adept to new technologies. 

26) Adopting the computer as en educational and administrative tool. 

27) Balancing the emphasis on technology with cultural awareness. 

28) Making the most efficient use of resources available. 

29) Removing U.E. 

30) Developing form Six Certificate Courses. 

31) Promoting public and political awareness to ensure the maintenance 
and development of educational institutions. 

32) Maintaining school's function despite pressures fro~ various groupe. 

33) Coping with social changes and social pressures. 

34) Developing attitudes for life-long education. 

35) Meeting the needs and developing greeter provision for the gifted, 
the reluctant and the less able studenta. 

36) Coping with pressure to be more accountable to Boards of Governors. 

37) Ensuring that female students have equality of opportunity. 

38) Encouraging female staff to take administrative jobs and ensuring 
that they have equality of opportunity. 

· 39) Boosting the status of outdoor aducation, music, art and other 
cultural experiences. 

40) . Examination-orientated education varaus job-orientated education. 

41) Educating for self-actualization. 

42) Ensuring that we do not lo!La our present assets in attempts to 
make further gains. 
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Massey University 

Dear Colleague, 

Education Department 

20 July 1984 

Re: Delphi Study (Heidi Lee) 

Thank you very much 'for returning Bounds One, Two and Three of 
this Delphi Study in which you have been involved. Your par
ticipation and responses vere very much appreciated. 

Enclosed is an analysis of the third round, together vith a 
Follow-Up Respondent Evaluation Questionnaire and a stamped-reply 
envelope. I would be most grateful if you could respond to this 
:final round vi th some urgency and return it by 27 July. 

I take this opportunity to express my sincere gratitude to you 
for taking time off your busy schedule, in order to participate 
in this study. Thank you again for your valuable assistance. 

Yours sincerely, 

Miss Heidi Lee, 
Postgraduate Student in Education, 
Massey University 

Enclosed: Follow-Up Questionnaire and Round Three Analysis. 
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l"OLLOW-UP RESroNDENT EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE 

Attaohed are the results from this Delphi Study. 

In the light of your previous participation and the results, I would 
be gratef'ul it you would respond briefly to the following questionet-

1) To what degree do you concur vith these results? 

2) To what extent have your views about the future challenges facing 
school administrators changed during the course ot this etudT? 

3) As a participant, what were the main problems you faced in 
responding to the three questionnaires? 

4) From your participation in this study, what do you see as some 
of the advantages and disadvantages of the Delphi Technique? 

Advanta.ges:- Disadvantages:-

-5) Prior to this study, have you ever participated in a 
Delphi Investigation? 

Tes D 
6) General comments:-
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APPENDIX 1' 

CALCULATION OF MEAB AND STANDARD DEVIATION 



MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION 

for example item number l) in the Round Three reaponaes, the 

results weret-

Sc11le 
lmpt.= Important 

<s> <i> <Jl c2i n 1 
Extremely Very Soee Little ~o 

hipt • . 1.mpt. h>pt. l•pt . l•pt. 

1) Ca tering for students who face 
unemployment . 6 15 6 0 0 

To tel nueber of respondents who returned responses • 27 

6 respondents agreed that item l) wes extremely importen t 

15 respondents agreed that item l) was very important 

6 respondents agreed t hat item l} was of some importance 

Nobody commented if it was of little or no importence 

Acco rding to the 5-point Likert·type scale es coded abo v e, the 

Mean end Standard Deviation could be computed by their respective 

formula as follows:-
~=X 

n 
- :i: Xi 

Therefore Mean of item no.l 

Using the same symbols, 

Standard Deviation= S 

Therefore Standard 
for item no.l 

i=-1 

= (6x5)+(1Sx4)+(6x3) 
27 

·.f7 • ~ <xi- xl
2 

i::l 
n-1 

-12\ (6+0-t6) 

-,% .. o.679~ 

Symbols 
x =Semple mean 

=Sum 

n =Number of 
observation in 
sample 

Xi :.ith.sample value 

S =Standard 
Deviation 
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.APPENDIX G 

SOME EXAMPLES OP' THE ORIGINAL 136 RESPONSES 

J.l'ROK romrn ONE RETURNS 
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Example One 

The challenges are: 

1) Providing a balance between satisf71.ng the demands proclaimed 
by- the 'establishment' and the community- on the one hand, and 
maintaining freedoms for teachers and school administrators 
to develop the well-being, initiative and creativity of the 
students on the other. 

2) Educating for leisure - unemployment 1 creating positive self
images in stud3nts whilst p?oviding opportunity- for self-set 
challenges and successes. 

3) Allowing and providing opportunit,- for teacher experimenta
tion, ad!Ptation and research at the 'teaching-face'. 

Example Two 

The challenges arez 

1) Coping vi th multi-cultural needs. 

2) Falling rolls and the effects on staffing. 

3) Improving school development and professional developnent of 
staff. :Brea.king with traditional hierarchies of responsibilit,. 
to provide opportunities for new experiences in the profession. 

4) 'Fielding' the move to restrict freedom of choice in materials 
being used in classes. 

5) Pressure to be more accountable to 'Boards of Govern.ore and 
parents in professional curriculum matters. 

6) Ensuring that women take on (and are encouraged to do so) 
positions of responsibility• 

7) Coping with the needs for professional development in a 
profession where remaining in the one school for very la:ig 
periods is likely to be the nol.'m. 
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Example 'l'hree 

The challenges ares 

1) To develop f'urther the concept of equal educational opportunity 
- to provide an education relevant and meaningful to students 
- at a time vhen educational instructions are under attack to 
meet particular objectives of social, economic, political and 
racial pressure groups. 

2) To maintain professional direction and morale - to promote 
professional groYth and responsibility at a time when falling 
rolls and eoonomio pressures a.re slowing the avenues of 
promotion and add to erosion of morale prompted by public 
and political criticism. 

3) To promote public and political awareness of educational needs 
to ensure maintenance and develoinen t of educational 
institutions. 

Example Pour 

The challenges are: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

.An increasing need to aet in loco parentis to educate for 
changing social patterns (e.g. increasing leisure time, 
increasing unemploJ'Dlent and increasing technolog;y). 

To adapt to demands and needs for greater awareness of 
minority groups, such as Polynesian interest, on women's 
issues. 

Resistance to political pressures which run counter to 
educational ideas. 

To give students flexible attitudes and versatile skills. 

To provide teachers unable to move from their present 
positions (because of falling rolls) a sense of purpose 
and self-worth. 
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APPENDIX H 

SOME EXAL!PLES OF IiOWD TWO RETURNS 



E%.a111;ple One 

The challenges ares 

1) Social-economic problems - the gap between those who have 
little and those vho are well-fitted to succeed. 

2) Accountability - the demands pa.rents make on behalf of 
their children. 

3) Technological change. 

4) Multi-racial issues. The integration of various cultures 
into the Education System. 

5) Unemployment - providing for children who m~ never be employed. 

6) Continuing Education of adults. 

7) Teacher stress. 

8) Arousing pa.rents' awareness of child-ca.re responsibilities. 

Example Two 

The challenges a.re: 

1) Educating towards self-actualisation. 

2) Ensuring that we do not lose our present assets in attempts to 
make :f'urther gains. 

3) Providing a balance between satisfying the demands proclaimed 
by the 'establishment' and the community on the one hand and 
maintaining freedoms for teachers and school administrators to 
develop the well-being, initiative, and creativity of the 
students on the other. 

4) Educating for leisure - unemployment, creating positive self
ima.ges in erudents whilst providing opportunity for student 
self-set challenges and successes. 

5) Alloving and providing opporttm.ity for teacher experimentation, 
adaptation and research at the 'teaching-face'. 

6) Developing commmi.ity awareness and tm.derstanding of what 
schools endeavour to achieve. 

7) Untrained school administrators in relation to competent and 
experienced teaching staff. 

8) Coping with social changes, political, bureaucratic and social 
pressures • . 
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Example Three 

The challenges a.re: 

1) Coping with falling rolls. 

2) Boosting the status of outdoor education, music, a.rt and other 
cultural and broadening experiences. 

3) Responding to and preps.ring for the pressures of social change. 

Example Four 

The ch al 1 enge s are: 

1) Catering for students who face unemployment. 

2) Training tor adequate and fulfilling use of leisure time. 

3) Curriculum review - core and non-core. 

4) Falling school rolls and the management of contraction. 

5) Multi-cultura.lism in canmunity', school and classroom. 

6) Staff stress. 

7) Removing U.E. 

Example Five 

The challenges ares 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

The promotion of multi-cul turalism in communi t,', school 
and classroom. 

To use new systems of evaluation and teaching methods to 
avoid 'failing' so many llev Zealand children and making 
them feel failures for life. Tb.is includes removing s.c. 
and U.E. 

Sha.ring of decision-making by staff. 

Coping with staff stress. 

In eome ws:r helping students who face unemployment - possibly 
for the rest ot their lives. 

Enriching the curriculum to make it more relevant to students, 
enabling them to see a purpose in what they are doing at school. 

Equal opportunity for femal~ staff dlld. studants. 
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